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Abstract. The α-dicarbonyl compounds glyoxal (CHOCHO)

and methyl glyoxal (CH3C(O)CHO) are produced in the

atmosphere by the oxidation of hydrocarbons and emit-

ted directly from pyrogenic sources. Measurements of am-

bient concentrations inform about the rate of hydrocar-

bon oxidation, oxidative capacity, and secondary organic

aerosol (SOA) formation. We present results from a com-

prehensive instrument comparison effort at two simula-

tion chamber facilities in the US and Europe that included

nine instruments, and seven different measurement tech-

niques: broadband cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy

(BBCEAS), cavity-enhanced differential optical absorption

spectroscopy (CE-DOAS), white-cell DOAS, Fourier trans-

form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, two separate instru-

ments), laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP), solid-phase

micro extraction (SPME), and proton transfer reaction mass

spectrometry (PTR-ToF-MS, two separate instruments; for

methyl glyoxal only because no significant response was ob-

served for glyoxal). Experiments at the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) compare three independent

sources of calibration as a function of temperature (293–

330 K). Calibrations from absorption cross-section spectra

at UV-visible and IR wavelengths are found to agree within

2 % for glyoxal, and 4 % for methyl glyoxal at all temper-

atures; further calibrations based on ion–molecule rate con-

stant calculations agreed within 5 % for methyl glyoxal at all

temperatures. At the European Photoreactor (EUPHORE) all

measurements are calibrated from the same UV-visible spec-

tra (either directly or indirectly), thus minimizing potential

systematic bias. We find excellent linearity under idealized
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conditions (pure glyoxal or methyl glyoxal, R2 > 0.96), and

in complex gas mixtures characteristic of dry photochemical

smog systems (o-xylene/NOx and isoprene/NOx, R2 > 0.95;

R2
∼ 0.65 for offline SPME measurements of methyl gly-

oxal). The correlations are more variable in humid ambient

air mixtures (RH> 45 %) for methyl glyoxal (0.58<R2 <

0.68) than for glyoxal (0.79<R2 < 0.99). The intercepts

of correlations were insignificant for the most part (below

the instruments’ experimentally determined detection lim-

its); slopes further varied by less than 5 % for instruments

that could also simultaneously measure NO2. For glyoxal

and methyl glyoxal the slopes varied by less than 12 and

17 % (both 3-σ ) between direct absorption techniques (i.e.,

calibration from knowledge of the absorption cross section).

We find a larger variability among in situ techniques that

employ external calibration sources (75–90 %, 3-σ ), and/or

techniques that employ offline analysis. Our intercompari-

son reveals existing differences in reports about precision

and detection limits in the literature, and enables compari-

son on a common basis by observing a common air mass.

Finally, we evaluate the influence of interfering species (e.g.,

NO2, O3 and H2O) of relevance in field and laboratory ap-

plications. Techniques now exist to conduct fast and accu-

rate measurements of glyoxal at ambient concentrations, and

methyl glyoxal under simulated conditions. However, tech-

niques to measure methyl glyoxal at ambient concentrations

remain a challenge, and would be desirable.

1 Introduction

The α-dicarbonyl compounds, specifically glyoxal (CHO-

CHO, GLY) and methyl glyoxal (CH3C(O)CHO, MGLY),

are produced in the atmosphere by the oxidation of hydro-

carbons from biogenic (isoprene), anthropogenic (toluene,

xylenes, acetylene) and pyrogenic sources (Volkamer et al.,

2007; Fu et al., 2008; Myriokefalitakis et al., 2008; Stavrakou

et al., 2009; Washenfelder et al., 2011). Time resolved mea-

surements indicate the rate of hydrocarbon oxidation (Volka-

mer et al., 2005a), and provide information about oxidative

capacity (Huisman et al., 2011). Glyoxal and methyl gly-

oxal are further building blocks that actively participate in

the formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in aque-

ous aerosol particles (Volkamer et al., 2007, 2009; Ervens et

al., 2008; Galloway et al., 2009; Hennigan et al., 2009; Er-

vens and Volkamer, 2010; Hamilton et al., 2013) and cloud

droplets (Nozière et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2011; McNeill et al.,

2012; Topping et al., 2013). Recent findings also show that

the uptake of glyoxal is enhanced by the presence of some

inorganic salts (Kampf et al., 2013). SOA formation from

the uptake and multiphase chemistry of small oxygenated

molecules is receiving increasing attention in recent years,

and could be an important pathway to explain elevated field

observations of high oxygen-to-carbon ratios in ambient or-

ganic aerosol that cannot be explained by traditional SOA

formation mechanisms (Waxman et al., 2013).

Glyoxal and methyl glyoxal measurements have been con-

ducted for almost 30 years (Tuazon and Atkinson, 1990a;

Yu et al., 1997), but sensitive and robust in situ techniques

suitable to measure these compounds with high time reso-

lution as part of field observations have only become avail-

able over the past decade (Volkamer et al., 2005a; Washen-

felder et al., 2008; Huisman et al., 2008; Thalman and Volka-

mer, 2010; Baidar et al., 2013; Henry et al., 2012; Di-

Gangi et al., 2012; Ahlm et al., 2012). Methods span a va-

riety of analytical techniques, in particular the following:

infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy (Tuazon and Atkin-

son, 1990b; Profeta et al., 2011), ultraviolet-visible (UV-

vis) absorption spectroscopy (Volkamer et al., 2005a; Sin-

reich et al., 2007; Washenfelder et al., 2008; Thalman and

Volkamer, 2010), chromatographic analysis of derivatiza-

tion by O-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzyl)-hydroxylamine (PF-

BHA) (Bao et al., 1998; Ho and Yu, 2002; Baker et al.,

2005; Ip et al., 2009; Alvarez and Valcárcel, 2009; Pang et

al., 2013, 2014) or DNPH (Grosjean et al., 1996) via C-18

packed columns or solid-phase micro-extraction and detec-

tion by mass spectrometry or flame ionization, phosphores-

cence (Huisman et al., 2008; Henry et al., 2012); and in the

case of methyl glyoxal also chemical ionization mass spec-

trometry (using H3O+, O+2 or NO+ reagent ions; de Gouw

et al., 2003; Michel et al., 2005; Guimbaud et al., 2007; Karl

et al., 2009). To our knowledge there has been no previous

systematic effort to compare multiple techniques for quanti-

fying α-dicarbonyls under conditions that resemble the pol-

luted urban or pristine atmosphere. Furthermore, there are

several methods and conventions to report detection limits

for the different instruments in the literature, which compli-

cates a direct comparison between instruments. This work

addresses these issues of common language for limits of de-

tection, assesses some likely measurement interferences, cal-

ibration standards and general instrument performance in a

series of simulation chamber experiments carried out at the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reac-

tion chamber in Boulder, Colorado, USA and the Instituto

Universitario Universitas Miguel Hernandez-Centro de Es-

tudios Ambientales del Mediterraneo (UMH-CEAM) Euro-

pean Photoreactor (EUPHORE) in Valencia, Spain.

2 Instrumentation and experimental conditions

2.1 Instruments

The various instruments used at both the NCAR and EU-

PHORE facility are listed in Table 1, and described in the fol-

lowing subsections in more detail. To ensure consistency, all

visible absorption instruments used the same literature cross

sections for the retrieval of glyoxal (Volkamer et al., 2005b),

methyl glyoxal (Meller et al., 1991), NO2 (Vandaele et al.,
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Table 1. Instrumentation and measured species at NCAR and EUPHORE.

Instrumenta Participantb Location Measured speciesc Measured quantity Sample location

CE-DOAS CU NCAR G,M, N d Outside

NCAR FTIR NCAR NCAR G, M, N d Inside

PTR-ToF-MS NCAR NCAR M e Outside

CE-DOAS CU EUPHORE G, M, N d Outside Edge

BBCEAS Leic EUPHORE G, M, N d Center

PTR-ToF-MS Leic EUPHORE M e Outside Edge

Mad-LIP UW EUPHORE G, M d Outside Edge

W-DOAS CEAM EUPHORE G, M, N d Inside

EUPHORE FTIR CEAM EUPHORE G, M d Inside

SPME/GC-FID CEAM EUPHORE G, M e Outside Edge

a Abbreviations given in the text. b Participants (CU – University of Colorado Boulder, USA; NCAR – National Center for Atmospheric Research,

Boulder, CO, USA; Leic – University of Leicester, UK; CEAM – CEAM, Spain). c G – glyoxal (GLY), M – methyl glyoxal (MGLY), N – NO2.
d Concentration (molecule cm−3). e Volume mixing ratio referenced to temperature and pressure of the chamber as measured in the chamber.

2002), O4 (Hermans et al., 1999; Hermans, 2010) and water

vapor (Rothman et al., 2009). A further discussion of the in-

frared cross sections used by the instruments at the two dif-

ferent facilities is discussed in their respective descriptions

and in Sect. 4.1.

2.1.1 NCAR Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer

(FTIR)

The FTIR instrument is integrated as part of the NCAR

chamber, and measures along the long-axis of the chamber

(2 m long, 16 passes, giving a total light path of 32 m). The

spectrometer consists of a BOMEM DA3.01 FTIR, and was

operated at 1 cm−1 resolution and collected and averaged

200 spectra between 800 and 4000 cm−1 over a period of

4 min. Standard spectra used for spectral subtraction were

obtained using the same conditions as above, from scans of

samples prepared via injection of known quantities of ana-

lyte into the chamber. Absorption cross sections quoted are

derived from these standard spectra.

2.1.2 NCAR proton transfer reaction time of flight

mass spectrometer (PTR-ToF-MS)

The NCAR chamber experiment involved measurements of

VOCs by using a high resolution PTR-ToF-MS (Ionicon An-

alytik GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria; Jordan et al., 2009). For

a detailed review of the instrumentation, refer to de Gouw

and Warneke (2007). During the experiment, the PTR-ToF-

MS was operated under H3O+ mode, which uses hydro-

nium ions (H3O+) as the primary reagent ions to proto-

nate VOC species. The ionization conditions in the drift

tube were controlled by setting the drift voltage at 542 V,

drift temperature at 60 ◦C and drift pressure at 2.3 mbar,

resulting in an E/N value of about 120 Td (with E be-

ing the electric field strength, and N the gas number den-

sity; 1 Td= 10−17 V cm2). The integration time was set to

1 s. A 1/16 inch OD capillary PEEK inlet (∼ 1 m length)

heated to 60 ◦C was used as a transfer line, with a flow

rate of 100 standard cm3 min−1. The transfer line was con-

nected to an unheated 1/8 inch OD PTFE line (∼ 1 m length),

which was connected to the chamber outlet through a dilu-

tion system. Standard gas calibration was performed by us-

ing a custom built calibration system. Zero air was produced

by pumping ambient air through a catalytic convertor heated

to 400 ◦C. A gravimetrically prepared gas standard contain-

ing isoprene (7.25 ppmv) and camphene (4.87 ppmv) was dy-

namically diluted by the zero air and analyzed by the PTR-

ToF-MS.

2.1.3 University of Colorado light-emitting diode

cavity-enhanced differential optical absorption

spectrometer (CE-DOAS)

The University of Colorado, Boulder, light-emitting diode

Cavity Enhanced Differential Optical Absorption Spectrom-

eter (CE-DOAS) consists of a high-power blue Light Emit-

ting Diode (LED) coupled to a high finesse optical cav-

ity (highly reflective mirrors, measured R = 0.999972 at

460 nm, cavity length, d0 = 92 cm, useable range 430–

490 nm, corresponding to an absorption path of 18.4 km in

dry air; Thalman and Volkamer, 2010). The CE-DOAS in-

strument was present for both the experiments at NCAR as

well as those at EUPHORE and is here used as the com-

parative standard for purposes of cross-comparison. In the

NCAR experiments 5 standard cm3 min−1 of sample flow

was sampled from the chamber through a mass flow con-

troller (MKS) and diluted with 500 standard cm3 min−1 of

dry air before flowing through the optical cavity. At EU-

PHORE, the same CE-DOAS setup was connected directly

to the chamber. The instrument sampled at 500 standard

cm3 min−1 from the chamber without dilution through 1 m

long Teflon tubing with a 1 µm size 25 mm diameter Teflon

filter (Pall) in a Teflon filter holder (Entegris) at the begin-
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Table 2. Overview and description of experiments at NCAR (N) and EUPHORE (E.)

Exp. # Date Experiment name Description

N1 14 Jan 2011 Hydroxyacetone (HACET)+Cl Methyl glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N2 14 Jan 2011 C2H2+Cl Glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N3 14 Jan 2011 C2H2+OH Glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N4 2 Feb 2011 HACET+Cl Methyl glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N5 4 Feb 2011 HACET+Cl Methyl glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N6 9 Mar 2012 C2H2+Cl Glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N7 9 Mar 2012 HACET+Cl Methyl glyoxal comparison at 295 K

N8 22 Mar 2012 HACET+Cl Methyl glyoxal comparison at 320 K

N9 22 Mar 2012 C2H2+Cl Glyoxal comparison at 320 K

E1a 24 Jun 11 Glyoxal intercomparison Injection of 40 pbbv of glyoxal followed by dilution to 10s of pptv

E2a 27 Jun 2011 Methyl Glyoxal intercomparison Injection of 20 ppbv of methyl glyoxal followed by sequential

dilution to 100 pptv

E3b 28 Jun 2011 o-xylene oxidation photo-oxidation of o-xylene

E4b 29 Jun 2011 Isoprene, High NOx In situ generation of products of isoprene oxidation under

high-NOx conditions. OH production by photolysis

of injected HONO.

E5b 30 Jun 2011 O3 (A); O3+C2H2 (B) (A) Chamber (Teflon) plus ozone and line residence times

(B) In situ generation of glyoxal from the reaction of OH+ acetylene

(OH from TME+O3) in the presence of ozone in the dark

E6b 1 Jul 2011 Ambient Air Ambient Air filling the chamber followed by addition of NOx

and Isoprene (80 µL)

E7b 4 Jul 2011 Isoprene, NOx Control Repeat of E4 with NOx control working and lower initial

isoprene to keep at lower NOx levels in the chamber

E8aa 5 Jul 2011 Glyoxal Intercomparison Repeat of Exp 1

E8ba 5–6 Jul 2011 Glyoxal overnight dilution Injection of 55 ppbv glyoxal and dilution overnight

E9a 6 Jul 2011 NO2 interference with glyoxal Addition of 10–200 ppbv of NO2 on top of ∼ 300 pptv glyoxal

E10a 6 Jul 2011 NO2 interference with Methyl Glyoxal Repeat of E9 with the addition of 10–200 ppbv of NO2

on top of ∼ 5 ppbv methyl glyoxal

a Experiments with injection of glyoxal or methyl glyoxal; b experiments with in situ production of glyoxal/methyl glyoxal.

ning of the line to remove aerosol. Spectra were acquired for

1 min and evaluated against a 5-min reference spectrum in

pure nitrogen.

Analysis of CE-DOAS spectra was performed for the re-

trieval of glyoxal, methyl glyoxal, NO2 and O4 as described

in Thalman and Volkamer (2010). The mirror reflectivity was

calibrated from the differential Rayleigh scattering of helium

and nitrogen (Washenfelder et al., 2008) using the Rayleigh

scattering cross-section values as described in Thalman et

al. (2014). The mirror reflectivity curve was then used to cal-

culate the absorption path in the cavity using the following

equation:

L(λ)= (1a)

ds

1−R(λ)+αAir
Ray(λ)d0+ σO4

(λ)N2
dO2

2,mixing,ratiods+ σi(λ)cids

.

If this equation is evaluated at 477 nm, knowledge of the

O2 volume mixing ratio and cavity pressure confirm control

over cavity alignment and R(477 nm) by measuring of the O4

SCD under atmospheric conditions:

L(477nm)=
O4SCD

N2
dO2

2,mixing,ratio

, (1b)

where L(λ) is the effective path length with respect to

wavelength (cm), ds is the sample length (cm), R(λ)

is the mirror reflectivity with respect to wavelength, α

is the extinction due to the Rayleigh scattering in air

(cm−1), d0 is the cavity length (cm), σi is the absorption

cross section of the corresponding gas, Nd is the density

(molecules cm−3), ci is the concentration of the correspond-

ing gas (molecules cm−3), and O4SCD is the slant column

density (concentration× pathlength of O4, cm−5 molecule2).

Absorption cross sections are scaled by a wavelength depen-

dant scaling factor based on the path length, that is close

to unity and normalized relative to a single wavelength to

account for the wavelength dependence, as is described in

detail in Thalman and Volkamer (2010). The Windoas soft-

ware (Fayt and Van Roosendael, 2001) was used to adjust

literature cross sections to the instrument resolution, and per-

form DOAS fitting of multiple reference spectra simultane-
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Figure 1. Layout of instruments at NCAR (a) and EUPHORE (b). In (b) small circles indicate sampling ports; the EUPHORE FTIR, W-

DOAS and NCAR-FTIR light paths cross the entire chamber, while other instruments draw air from the chamber for analysis below/outside

the chamber.

ously. Glyoxal, methyl glyoxal, NO2, H2O and O4 were re-

trieved by non-linear least squares fitting (O4 fit window:

457–487 nm, 4th order polynomial; glyoxal fit window: 442–

465 nm, 4th order polynomial and Greenblatt et al. (1990) for

O4 in this window (see discussion of σO4 baseline noise in

Thalman and Volkamer, 2013); glyoxal weak band fit: 458.5–

475 nm, 4th order polynomial). The DOAS output in units

of slant column density (SCD= concentration×L) was then

divided by the path length to get concentration. Measure-

ments of O4 SCDs as part of each spectrum at high signal-to-

noise facilitate online control over cavity alignment and/or

R. The path length calculated from Eq. (1) agreed with the

O4 calibration gas within 1 %. Equation (1) was solved it-

eratively to account for self-limitation until the concentra-

tions converge. NO2 was self-limiting during E3, E4, E7,

E9 and E10 and glyoxal during E1 and E8. For experiments

with high glyoxal concentrations, data were retrieved in two

ways: (1) fitting of two cross sections bounding the absorp-

tion range or (2) fitting of the weak absorption structures in

the wavelength range 458.5–475 nm. For experiments N3, E9

and E10 (see Table 2) a NO2 residual is fitted to account for

systematic structures arising from extremely high NO2 con-

centrations leading to a more stable retrieval of the glyoxal

or methyl glyoxal concentrations.

2.1.4 University of Leicester broadband

cavity-enhanced absorption spectrometer

(BBCEAS)

The University of Leicester broadband cavity-enhanced ab-

sorption spectroscopy (BBCEAS) instrument is based on

predecessor BBCEAS instruments used to detect NO2 in

urban air (Langridge et al., 2008) and iodine in the ma-

rine atmosphere (Ball et al., 2010). In its present form,

it has been deployed as the reference instrument for gly-

oxal and methyl glyoxal quantification in experiments at

the EUPHORE chamber to test a micro-fluidic derivatisa-

tion instrument (Pang et al., 2014) and to investigate gly-

oxal uptake onto ammonium sulphate aerosol (Hamilton et

al., 2013). The instrument uses a high power LED peaking

around 455 nm to pump an optical cavity constructed from

two high reflectivity plano-concave mirrors separated by

110.5 cm (measured peak reflectivity= 0.999817 at 462 nm,

light paths of 5 km when flushed with dry nitrogen). Gas

mixtures were sampled from the EUPHORE chamber into

the cavity through a PFA inlet line (1.2 m length, 6.35 mm

outside diameter, 2 L min−1 flow rate) that passed through a

bulkhead compression fitting in a flange in the chamber floor,

close to the centre of the chamber (see Fig. 1b). The inlet line

protruded 40 cm above the chamber floor in order to sam-

ple well-mixed gas. Because the BBCEAS instrument shared

the same flange used to inject samples into the chamber, the

instrument often measured elevated trace gas concentrations

during and shortly after injections. Hence data within 5 min

of any such trace gas injection have been excluded from the

comparisons in this paper.

Spectra of the light intensity transmitted through the cavity

and gas sample were recorded using a miniature spectrom-

eter (Ocean Optics HR2000) housed inside a temperature

stabilised enclosure. For this work, spectra were integrated

for 10 s, and six spectra were averaged together and com-

bined with I0(λ) reference spectra (obtained whilst flushing

the cavity with dry synthetic air; averaged for 10 min) to pro-

duce BBCEAS spectra at a 1 min time resolution. Absorber

concentrations were retrieved by fitting the molecular ab-

sorption features in the spectra between 430 and 486 nm us-

ing the same reference absorption cross sections as the other

spectroscopic instruments (references in Sect. 2.1). Spectra

were routinely fitted for glyoxal, methyl glyoxal, NO2, oxy-

gen O2–O2 collision complex and a high order polynomial

function (typically 6th order) to account for all remaining

unstructured extinction contributions, such as extinction by

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/1835/2015/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 1835–1862, 2015
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secondary organic aerosol formed from VOC oxidation in

the EUPHORE chamber. Spectra were also fitted for wa-

ter absorption bands whenever water vapor had been admit-

ted into the chamber (e.g., the ambient air experiment E6).

The highly structured glyoxal, NO2 and water cross sec-

tions (Rothman et al., 2009) were degraded to the instru-

ment’s spectral resolution (between 0.09 and 0.13 nm half

width at half maximum) using asymmetric line shape func-

tions deduced at some 20 wavelengths across the spectrom-

eter’s bandwidth by recording and fitting atomic emission

lines from argon and krypton calibration lamps. Spectra were

not explicitly fitted for ozone or biacetyl absorption, even for

experiments where these species were known to be present

(see Sect. 4.3); both these molecules have broad, relatively

unstructured absorptions within the instrument bandwidth,

and their absorptions were adequately fitted by the polyno-

mial function.

Allan variance tests conducted on a long time series of

BBCEAS spectra obtained whilst flushing the cavity with

dry nitrogen showed that the measurement precision is dom-

inated by random noise components for averaging times up

to several hundred seconds. The instrument was subject to

small long-term drifts over the ∼ 12 h duration of the Al-

lan tests that degraded the achievable precision. However

these drifts were always smaller than the 1σ measurement

precision for each molecular absorber for the 1 min aver-

aging time, as also evidenced by the modest departures of

the BBCEAS data’s means from zero in the histograms in

Figs. 9 and 10 below. For this deployment at the EUPHORE

facility, I0(λ) reference spectra were obtained only at the

start and the end of each experiment, whereas more frequent

re-acquisitions of the reference spectra during experiments

themselves, at time intervals informed by the Allan tests,

would reduce the effects of instrument drift. The overall ac-

curacy of the BBCEAS concentration measurements is esti-

mated to be 7 % for glyoxal and NO2 and 10 % for methyl

glyoxal. Three main factors (which are comparable in size)

control the accuracy: uncertainties in the reference absorp-

tion cross sections used to fit the molecular absorbers, uncer-

tainties in determining the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors

(this work used a combination of Rayleigh scattering in he-

lium and nitrogen, and absorption by the O2–O2 dimer in

pure oxygen samples), and uncertainties in determining the

proportion of the cavity occupied by the gas sample (the cav-

ity mirrors were flushed with synthetic air to prevent degra-

dation of the mirror reflectivity during experiments). Daniels

and Ball (2015) provide a full discussion of the BBCEAS

instrument and its performance.

2.1.5 University of Leicester proton transfer reaction

mass spectrometer (PTR-ToF-MS)

A PTR-ToF-MS instrument (Series I, Kore, UK) was em-

ployed to detect methyl glyoxal during the EUPHORE exper-

iments. The PTR-ToF-MS technique is based on the chem-

ical ionization of trace VOCs present in atmospheric sam-

ples by proton transfer reactions with the hydronium reagent

ion (H3O+) (Blake et al., 2009). The product is a protonated

molecular ion (VOC-H)+ for each VOC of suitable proton

affinity which is then separated and quantified by time-of-

flight mass spectrometry (Wyche et al., 2007; Blake et al.,

2009)

The PTR-ToF-MS method can also measure oxygenated

VOCs such as glyoxal and methyl glyoxal. However, one

drawback to PTR-ToF-MS, common to mass spectrometric

techniques, is isobaric interference between VOC species be-

ing sampled; glyoxal is isobaric with acetone and propanal

while methyl glyoxal is isobaric with several oxidized C4

species and also the protonated water cluster (H2O)4·H
+.

A full discussion of the challenges and interferences for

measuring glyoxal and methyl glyoxal are given in Pang et

al. (2014).

With methyl glyoxal detection, moisture within an air sam-

ple can lead to an interference from water cluster adducts.

As sample humidity increases, the background signal from

the protonated water cluster (H2O)4·H
+ increases, elevating

background noise on the m/z= 73 mass channel and chang-

ing the methyl glyoxal limit of detection. With calibration

of the instrument response to changing chamber temperature

and humidity it is possible to correct for interference from

isobaric water clusters. In this study the m/z= 73 Da signal

for methyl glyoxal-H+ was used to analyse the concentra-

tion of methyl glyoxal. The linear range for methyl glyoxal

is 1.5–172 ppbv by PTR-ToF-MS measurement with a limit

of detection of 1.51 ppbv (3σ for 3 min averaging) using dry

nitrogen as a carrier. The instrumental error on the methyl

glyoxal measurement is ±0.86 ppbv.

2.1.6 University of Wisconsin, Madison laser-induced

phosphorescence (Mad-LIP)

The Mad-LIP light source is a pulsed, narrow bandwidth

(< 0.00078 nm), doubled Ti:Sapphire laser (Photonix Ind.)

that is operated at 3 kHz and 20–70 mW. It is further capa-

ble of rapid and reproducible wavelength tuning on the scale

of the vibro-rotational absorption spectral features of glyoxal

(∼ 0.06 nm, 440.138 and 440.104 nm on and off band cen-

ter wavelengths) that are exploited for its detection as dis-

cussed below. The emitted laser light is then directed through

a White-type multi-pass cell, typically operated at 32 passes

and 100 Torr. Gas is drawn through the cell via a scroll pump

(Edwards) orthogonal to the laser beam path. During ambient

operation, the gas flow is nominally ∼ 20 standard L min−1

that was reduced to ∼ 3 standard L min−1 for the first half of

the comparison to be increased to ∼ 13 standard L min−1 in

the later half for operational reasons. As a result of the initial

flow being very different from standard field operating con-

ditions, operational problems occurred during calibrations.

These were accounted for after the fact but resulted in ex-

tensive instrument maintenance, which resulted in variability
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of the alignment of the multi-pass cell not observed during

standard field operation. The variability of the alignment is

reflected in variability of the calibration factors as changes in

alignment effect (1) throughput how much light is scattered

by the mirrors or absorbed/scattered by the baffles as opposed

to exciting glyoxal, and (2) the position of the beams relative

to the focal point of the PMT (photo-multiplier tube) assem-

bly (changing the collection efficiency of the detector relative

to the excitation light and is not well captured by the nor-

malization to laser power). The detection axis is orthogonal

to both the laser and gas axis. The detector for phosphores-

cence photons is a single photon counting PMT guarded by

a 520±20 nm bandpass filter (Barr Associates). The interior

of the detection cell was optically baffled to reduce laser and

ambient light scattering and/or reflecting into the detector.

The Mad-LIP instrument detects both glyoxal and methyl

glyoxal by phosphorescence. This is initiated in either ana-

lyte by absorption of the laser light, after which, they relax

by emission of a phosphorescent photon or are quenched col-

lisionally. As a result, the amount of phosphorescent photons

emitted by either is linearly proportional to the optical cross

section, which is a function of wavelength described by their

respective absorption spectra, the intensity of light, and ana-

lyte number density. Both glyoxal and methyl glyoxal signals

are normalized by laser power to account for its variation.

The photons between 2.5 and 37.5 µs after each laser pulse

during a period of integration are summed and recorded as

the signal during this time. Due to this gate and delayed pho-

ton counting, combined with a 520±5 nm bandpass filter, the

effect from laser scatter and fluorescent photons are dimin-

ished, minimizing the signal background, and, in particular

eliminating any detection of NO2 fluorescence.

The PMT signal (Stotal) is a linear combination of several

components: dark counts (Sdark), light scatter (Sscatter), gly-

oxal phosphorescence (Sgly) and methyl glyoxal phospho-

rescence (Smgly). The glyoxal mixing ratio (Glyoxalmr) is

proportional to the difference in Stotal at two different wave-

lengths: one at high glyoxal absorbance (λ1 = 440.138 nm)

and another at low glyoxal absorbance (λ2 = 440.104 nm,

Fig. S1 in the Supplement and Eq. 3). Stotal is expressed in

Eq. (2), followed by the calculation of Glyoxalmr in Eq. (3).

S(λ)total = Sdark+ Sscatter+ S(λ)gly+ Smgly, (2)

Glyoxalmr = [S(λ1)total− S(λ2)total] · ηgly (3)

=
[
[Sdark+ Sscatter+ S(λ1)gly+ Smgly]

− [Sdark+ Sscatter+ S(λ2)gly+ Smgly]
]
· ηgly

= [S(λ1)gly− S(λ2)gly] · ηgly,

where ηgly is the calibration factor relating glyoxal mixing

ratio to the net glyoxal signal (S(λ1)gly− S(λ2)gly). The in-

tensity of dark counts is a characteristic of the PMT, and

light scatter as well as methyl glyoxal absorption are the

same at λ1 and λ2. The calibration factor is determined by

introducing a known amount of glyoxal by diluting a calibra-

tion standard quantified by CRDS and introducing it into the

White-type multi-pass cell. See the CRDS system descrip-

tion as well as theory of operation later in this section. A

very high degree of selectivity for glyoxal is achieved using

this wavelength dithering approach coupled with monitoring

only phosphorescent emission. Only molecules that absorb

at ∼ 440 nm, phosphoresce at ∼ 520 nm, and have similar

absorption spectra to glyoxal would be able to interfere. To

the authors’ knowledge, the Mad-LIP instrument has not ob-

served any interferences with glyoxal detection.

Because Sgly is proportional to the glyoxal optical cross

section at λ1(1.02×10−18 cm2 molecule−1), and the net gly-

oxal signal is proportional to the difference in optical cross

section at λ1 and λ2 (3.42×10−19 cm2 molecule−1, Volkamer

et al., 2005b), the contribution of glyoxal at λ1 is calculated

in Eq. (4). This is then substituted into Eq. (2), and is solved

for Smgly, and related to the mixing ratio of methyl glyoxal

(methyl glyoxalmr) by a calibration factor (ηmgly).

S(λ1)gly =

(
σ(λ1)gly

σ(λ1)gly− σ(λ2)gly

)
·
(
S(λ1)gly− S(λ2)gly

)
(4)

Methylglyoxalmr = [S(λ)total− Sdark− Sscatter (5)

−

(
σ(λ1)gly

σ(λ1)gly− σ(λ2)gly

)
· (S(λ1)gly− S(λ2)gly)

]
· ηmgly

The calibration factor for methyl glyoxal is determined in

an analogous way as glyoxal via CRDS. Due to the lack of

structured absorption of methyl glyoxal (Meller et al., 1991;

also see Fig. S1 in the Supplement), Mad-LIP does not pos-

sess as high of selectivity for methyl glyoxal as for glyoxal.

Additionally, the maximum absorption of methyl glyoxal is

about 3 times lower than the maximum of glyoxal absorption

at λ1. Furthermore, the quantum yield of phosphorescence

for methyl glyoxal is lower than that of glyoxal. Due to these

three reasons, methyl glyoxal has a much higher limit of de-

tection and is susceptible to interferences due to small con-

centrations of glyoxal.

Instrumental calibrations were performed using cavity

ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), an absolute quantification

method in that it relies only on well-documented absorption

cross sections. Further details about the theory of this method

are described elsewhere (O’Keefe and Deacon, 1988).

A cavity 62 cm long and 0.635 cm in diameter was formed

between two parallel, highly reflective mirrors with a radius

of curvature of 1 m (99.995 % reflectance, Los Gatos Re-

search Inc.). The bulk of the cavity was encased in a 3/8 inch

OD (outside diameter), 1/4 inch ID (inside diameter) PTFE

tube. Halfway along the cavity, a PTFE tee was used as an

inlet for the calibrant gas. On each end of the cavity, the
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mirror mounts were coupled via metal bellows to a Teflon

PTFE tee which coupled the cell to exhaust ports for the cell.

The dead volumes between the exhaust ports and the mirrors

were flushed with zero air through a 200 standard cm3 min−1

flow controller (1779A, MKS Instruments) to prevent optics

fouling as well as bias. This purging did not allow any sam-

ple gas to mix beyond the exhaust ports, fixing the physi-

cal absorber path length to 42 cm. This cell design is based

on to the NOAA NO3 ring-down cell design (Dubé et al.,

2006; Osthoff et al., 2006). The entire cavity length between

(and including) the exhaust tee fittings was enclosed in a

1.5× 1.5 inch block of aluminum which was maintained at

a constant temperature (35 ◦C) to discourage analyte deposi-

tion inside the cavity.

A 10 standard cm3 min−1 flow controller (MKS Instru-

ments) supplied calibrant gas that was then diluted by zero

air. The zero air was delivered by a 200 standard cm3 min−1

flow controller (MKS Instruments) at a rate which made

up the remainder to a total flow of 100 standard cm3 min−1

of diluted calibrant. The purge was held at 100 standard

cm3 min−1 using a 200 standard cm3 min−1 flow controller

(MKS Instruments). To maintain a constant cell pressure and

therefore achieve a stable baseline, both the purge and the

diluted calibrant flows were held constant. Laser pulses were

introduced into the cavity through one of the high-reflectivity

mirrors. A beamsplitter placed between the light source and

the White-type multipass cell supplied light to the CRDS

cell. With each reflection of a laser pulse, a small quantity

of light escaped through the mirrors. On the opposite side of

this cavity, a PMT (Hamamatsu), guarded by a 440 nm band-

pass filter, detected this escaped light. Loss of photons within

the cavity is a first-order process; thus, the light leaking from

the cavity has the characteristics of an exponential decay. The

number density of a chemical absorber (molecules cm−3) can

be determined by relating two determined lifetimes, those de-

termined with and without the presence of the absorber, by

the following equation:

Nd =

(
1−R

σla

)(
τ0− τ

τ

)
, (6)

where Nd is the number density of the absorber, R is mirror

reflectivity, σ is the absorption cross section (either Volkamer

et al., 2005b, or Meller et al., 1991) for glyoxal and methyl

glyoxal, respectively), la is the path length of the absorber,

τ and τo are the lifetimes with and without the absorber, re-

spectively (Zalicki and Zare, 1995).

2.1.7 CEAM white-cell DOAS (W-DOAS)

A Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy device using

a white multi-reflection cell (W-DOAS) of 8 m base path-

length is deployed at EUPHORE. The optical system em-

ployed a Xenon high pressure short-arc lamp (XBO-550W)

as the light source, coupled to a telescope that collimates the

light into a narrow beam and sends it into the chamber. The

multi-reflection cell used during these experiments consisted

of a set of prisms and mirrors dielectrically coated, allowing

an optical path of 1154 m with reflection of the beam in the

range 389–469 nm, for the detection of glyoxal, methyl gly-

oxal and NO2. Two laser diodes and web-cameras were used

to adjust the path-length of the system. The beam is finally

driven outside of the chamber where it is focused by a tele-

scope onto the entrance slit of a spectrograph equipped pho-

todiode array detector. A detailed description can be found in

Becker (1996).

The system collected spectra every 80–110 s by co-

addition of 100 samples. A blank spectrum taken at the be-

ginning of each day in the clean chamber was used as back-

ground I0(λ). Also, during the experiment, the stray-light

was corrected by subtracting a spectrum recorded by intro-

ducing an edge filter in the light beam. The resolution was set

to 0.35 nm FWHM. The analysis of the data was performed

using a fitting routine (Rodenas, 2008) adapted to process

DOAS data; this fitting routine was successfully tested in pre-

vious intercomparison exercises (Rodenas, 2008). The same

literature cross sections for glyoxal, methyl glyoxal and NO2

as the other instruments were used.

2.1.8 CEAM Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

(CEAM FTIR)

The EUPHORE chamber is equipped with a Fourier Trans-

form Infrared system (FTIR). The spectrometer (NICOLET

550, MCT/B-detector) is coupled to a white-type multi-

reflection cell installed into the chamber for the detection

of gaseous reactants and products in the IR spectral range

(400–4000 cm−1). The gold-coated mirrors of the cell allow

a total path length of 616 m (8.3 m base path). With FTIR, it

is possible to calculate the concentration of a wide range of

compounds and reaction products using absorption reference

spectra previously collected and the corresponding calibra-

tion thereof. A detailed description of the instrument is given

in Becker (1996).

The spectra were derived from the co-addition of 280

scans, collected over a 5 min period, with a resolution of

1 cm−1. During the experimental campaign, concentration

profiles of glyoxal and methyl glyoxal were determined using

improved analysis software developed at CEAM (Rodenas,

2008) adapted to analyze infrared spectra, and applied to the

region of 2700–2900 cm−1. This program is based on a clas-

sical least squares fitting which also removes the spectral in-

terfering broadband (formed due to the presence of aerosols,

equipment instabilities or unknown broadband products) by

including a curve that models and subtracts it locally. The

software has been tested and used in previous works (Muñoz

et al., 2011, 2012).

Reference spectra were previously collected with the in-

strument, and calibrated with the references used by the W-

DOAS system (Sect. 2.1). Water, formaldehyde, methanol

and other compounds show absorption bands in the same
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spectral region as glyoxal and methyl glyoxal. Together with

these compounds, the instrument was used to report the evo-

lution of most of the reactants and products forming the

complex mixture in the experiments preformed. These com-

pounds were present in the samples to a greater or lesser

degree depending on the experiment carried out. The fitting

was done using both the aldehydic C-H band and the region

770–1140 cm−1. The list of compounds analyzed includes

ozone, isoprene, nitric acid, o-xylene, and formic acid. SF6

was also monitored by FTIR to quantify the dilution range of

the chamber.

2.1.9 CEAM Solid-phase microextraction (SPME)

Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) methodology was used

to determine glyoxal and methyl glyoxal through PFBHA on-

fiber derivatization. A detailed description of the methodol-

ogy used at the EUPHORE chambers can be found in the

literature (Gómez Alvarez et al., 2007; Alvarez and Valcár-

cel, 2009). Briefly, the SPME device used in this work con-

sisted of a holder assembly with 65 µm fibers coated with

Polydimethylsiloxane/Divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB), from

Supelco, Bellefonte, PA (USA). These fibers were condi-

tioned following the manufacturer’s recommendations for

at least 0.5 h at 250 ◦C to eliminate any impurities. Fibers

were loaded with PFBHA derivatization reagent, for 2 min,

through the headspace of a 4 mL opaque amber vial contain-

ing a 17 mg mL−1 PFBHA water solution.

Exposing the fiber to the air of the chamber was achieved

by means of an aluminum adapter located in one of the

flanges in the chamber floor. In the exposed position, fibers

extend into the chamber by a few millimeters.

Samples were taken for several minutes and were subse-

quently analyzed by GC-FID by injecting the fiber directly

into the GC injector. Sampling time ranged depending on

the dicarbonyl concentrations. Whenever possible, identifi-

cation of the peaks was also cross-checked using GC-MS.

The chromatographic conditions were as follows: a 6890 HP

gas chromatograph was used, coupled to a flame ionization

detector (FID), equipped with a HP5-MS capillary column

(30 m× 0.25 mm ID× 0.25 µm) and an inlet liner with a nar-

row internal diameter 0.75 mm ID pre-drilled Thermogreen

LB-2 septa for SPME were used. The chromatograph was

programmed at 80 ◦C for 2 min, then ramped at a rate of 20–

280 ◦C and held at 280 ◦C for 3 min. The injection port was

held at 270 ◦C and detector at 300 ◦C. Samples were injected

in splitless mode, using on column constant helium flow of

1 mL min−1.

2.2 NCAR Chamber and experimental conditions

A set of chamber experiments was carried out using the

temperature-controlled simulation chamber at the National

Center for Atmospheric Chemistry (NCAR) to study the tem-

perature dependence of glyoxal and methyl glyoxal calibra-

tions (January–March 2011; March–April 2012). The cham-

ber consists of a stainless steel cylinder (∼ 47 L) connected

to a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer, as previously

described in the literature (Shetter et al., 1987; Orlando and

Tyndall, 2002; see Fig. 1a). The chamber was chilled by

circulating ethanol to cool the chamber to 260 K or heated

(320 K) by circulating water. See Table 1 for the list of

experiments. Reactant gases (typical starting concentrations

3−7×1014 molecules cm−3; 11–26 ppm) were injected from

a calibrated bulb into the chamber via a gas line as described

previously (Orlando and Tyndall, 2002). The chamber was

pressurized above ambient pressure and a small amount of

gas (20–30 standard cm3 min−1) was leaked from the cham-

ber through one port and divided and diluted (a factor of 100

dilution for CE-DOAS and a factor of 50 dilution for PTR-

ToF-MS) before going to the sampling instruments. Reaction

chemistry was initiated by adding light from a filtered Xe arc

lamp or by injection of O3 in presence of an alkene.

In the NCAR chamber glyoxal was produced by the oxi-

dation of acetylene (C2H2, ethyne) by either Cl or OH radi-

cals. Starting gases (reactants, oxygen) were injected into the

chamber and the entire volume was diluted with nitrogen to

800 Torr. Methyl glyoxal was produced in a similar fashion

from the oxidation of hydroxyacetone (CH3C(O)CH2OH,

HACET) by Cl atoms.

2.3 EUPHORE chamber and experimental conditions

The EUPHORE facility consists of two 200 m3 hemispheri-

cal Teflon enclosures with retractable roofs to allow for ambi-

ent illumination of the chambers for radical production. Fig-

ure 1b shows the layout of the Chamber A of the EUPHORE

facility during the experimental campaign including the loca-

tions of the various instrument sampling ports, gas injection

and circulation. Samples were injected into the chamber via

an air stream added through center ports and mixed in the

chamber by two fans. The chamber was operated at ambi-

ent temperature and approximate pressure using scrubbed air

and homogeneously mixed using two horizontally and ver-

tically mounted fans (see Fig. 1b). Chamber dilution is fol-

lowed throughout each experiment using an inert SF6 tracer

(Becker, 1996; Muñoz et al., 2014).

At the EUPHORE facility 10 experiments were carried

out from 24 June–6 July 2011. These experiments consisted

of the injection of pure glyoxal (experiments E1 and E8)

or methyl glyoxal (E2) which were subsequently diluted in

steps, as well as the simultaneous in situ production of these

compounds from the (photo) oxidation of precursors (iso-

prene, experiments E4, E7, and o-xylene, E3). Additionally,

the instruments were tested for interferences in the chamber

from other species, such as NO2 (experiments E9 and E10),

biacetyl (butane-2,3-dione, CH3C(O)C(O)CH3; E3), aerosol

(E3) with filtered/unfiltered optical instruments and O3 (E5,

possible production of glyoxal from O3 reacting with Teflon).
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Table 3. Correlation data for instruments vs. CE-DOAS for individual experiments.

Exp # Species Instrument # pts Slope Intercept (ppbv) R2 Avg t (min)

Pure compound experiments

NCARa GLY FT-IR 19 1.02(2) 5(4)× 1011b 0.996 4

NCARa MGLY FT-IR 25 1.00(1) 1.2(7)× 1012b 0.996 4

N7 MGLY PTR-ToF-MS 5 0.95(3) 8.5(10)× 1012b 0.997 4

NCARa NO2 FT-IR 80 1.06(2) −2(4)× 1012b 0.98 4

E1 GLY BBCEAS 492 0.970(2) −0.005(2) 0.9997 1

E1 GLY Mad-LIP 338 0.82(1) −0.003(1) 0.9998 1

E1 GLY W-DOAS 284 0.917(3) −0.06(1) 0.9998 1.5

E1 GLY FT-IR 13 0.98(3) 0.1(7) 0.999 10

E1 GLY SPME 15 0.95(10) −0.01(1) 0.996 5

E1 GLY CE-DOASbe 492 0.98(1) 0.17(10) 0.998 1

E8a GLY BBCEAS 546 0.967(5) −0.012(2) 0.9998 1

E8a GLY Mad-LIP 528 1.11(2) −0.002(3) 0.998 1

E8a GLY W-DOAS 239 0.916(7) −0.07(2) 0.998 1.5

E8a GLY FT-IRc 53c 0.99(2)c
−0.2(1)c 0.992 10

E8a GLY SPME 14 0.85(8) 0.00(1) 0.998 10

E8a lowd GLY BBCEAS 316 1.009(9) −0.021(3) 0.9994 1

E8a lowd GLY Mad-LIP 239 1.17(2) −0.006(4) 0.997 1

E8a lowd GLY W-DOAS 144 0.68(5) −0.03(2) 0.87 1.5

E2 MGLY BBCEAS 503 1.010(3) 0.36(2) 0.9987 1

E2 MGLY Mad-LIP 503 1.43(2) −0.08(3) 0.997 1

E2 MGLY FT-IR 55c 1.174(13)c 0.65(13)c 0.996 10

E2 MGLY PTR-ToF-MS 375 1.231(5) −1.05(2) 0.96 10

E2 MGLY W-DOAS 228 0.97(3) −0.2 0.96 1.5

Mixed compound experiments

E3 GLY BBCEAS 348 0.988(3) −0.012(2) 0.999 1

E3 GLY Mad-LIP 211 0.83(1) −0.034(2) 0.998 1

E3 GLY W-DOAS 240 0.88(2) −0.22(8) 0.97 1.5

E3 GLY FT-IRc 58c 1.5(1)c 0.95(10)c 0.88c 10

E3 GLY SPME 10 1.1(2) 0.08(2) 0.98 5

E3 MGLY BBCEAS 316 0.92(2) 0.17(2) 0.97 1

E3 MGLY Mad-LIP 240 1.66(3) 0.13(4) 0.95 1

E3 MGLY FT-IR 58 1.3(1) 0.3(1) 0.99 10

E3 MGLY SPME 10 0.86(13) 0.5(1) 0.65 5

E3 NO2 BBCEAS 345 1.0087(8) 0.046(3) 0.998 1

E3 NO2 W-DOAS 240 0.95(1) 0.14(2) 0.994 1.5

E5 GLY BBCEAS 567 1.023(4) −0.053(2) 0.99995 1

E5 GLY Mad-LIP 241 f f f 1

E5 GLY FT-IR 79 1.07(1) −0.4(1) 0.998 10

E6 NO2 BBCEAS 505 0.98(2) 0.02(2) 0.995 1

E6 GLY BBCEAS 505 0.95(1) −0.19(4) 0.987 1

E6 GLY Mad-LIP 308 1.09(2) −0.005(5) 0.97 1.5

E6 GLY SPME 14 1.5(2) 0.04(5) 0.79 5

E6 MGLY BBCEAS 505 0.68(3) 0.17(5) 0.68 1

E6 MGLY Mad-LIP 308 1.90(6) −0.1(1) 0.58 1.5

E6 MGLY SPME 14 0.7(2) 0.2(2) 0.69 5

E7 NO2 BBCEAS 553 0.985(4) −0.27(1) 0.999 1

E7 GLY BBCEAS 553 0.927(3) −0.034(3) 0.999 1

E7 GLY Mad-LIP 326 1.47(2) −0.033(6) 0.993 1.5

E7 GLY FT-IRc 111c 2.5(1)c
−0.2(1)c 0.93c 10

E7 GLY SPME 10 1.3(1) 0.04(4) 0.95 5

E7 MGLY BBCEAS 553 0.92(1) −0.20(4) 0.987 1

E7 MGLY Mad-LIP 326 2.21(4) 0.6(1) 0.98 1.5

E7 MGLY FT-IRc 111c 0.68(4)c
−0.6(2)c 0.84c 10

E7 MGLY SPME 14 0.7(1) 1.3(5) 0.65 5

Number in parenthesis is the 1-σ uncertainty of the last digit of the number; a NCAR experiment data are pooled over experiments listed in

Table 2 (for GLY and MGLY) or for all oxidation experiments in 2011 and 2012 (30+ experiments at three different chamber temperatures);
b intercepts in molecules cm−3 due to the constant volume of the chamber and the changing pressure and temperature over the course of

more than 30 different experiments (as described in note a); c experiment near detection limit; d only concentrations below 2 ppbv fitted for

instruments with applicable detection limits; e results from fit of the weak glyoxal bands (see Sect. 2.1.3); f result is non-linear, Fig. S7.
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Figure 2. Correlation of FT-IR and PTR-ToF-MS relative to CE-DOAS for experiments N1–N9 at NCAR (NO2 includes additional experi-

ments, see text). Data from individual experiments have been pooled at different temperatures. (a–c) FT-IR (dots), PTR-ToF-MS (triangles),

three temperatures (blue – 260 K, green – 293 K, red – 330 K). (d) Time series for experiment N7 to produce methyl glyoxal. For display on

these graphs, units in (a–c) (molecules cm−3) have been converted to volume mixing ratios using a single chamber temperature and pressure

(295 K, 800 Torr) representing the typical conditions at the start of room temperature experiments.

The full list of experiments along with experiment objectives

are listed in Table 2.

The photo-oxidation experiments (o-xylene and isoprene

oxidation) are rapidly evolving, complex chemical systems

and hence there is potential for interferences from a wide

range of α-dicarbonyls (glyoxal, methyl glyoxal and bi-

acetyl) co-products such as unsaturated 1,4-dicarbonyls and

furanones (from o-xylene) and glycolaldehyde and hydroxy-

acetone (isoprene). In addition a reasonable amount of SOA

is formed in the o-xylene experiment.

Glyoxal and methyl glyoxal were prepared as described in

the literature: pure glyoxal monomer was prepared from the

solid trimer-dihydrate using the methods described in Feier-

abend et al. (2007) with minor modification. Pure methyl

glyoxal monomer was prepared from 40 % aqueous solution

after one night pumping to eliminate most of the water us-

ing the method describe in Talukdar et al. (2011) with mi-

nor modifications. Cold fingers containing pure samples of

un-polymerized glyoxal or methyl glyoxal were temporar-

ily kept at liquid nitrogen temperatures prior to experimen-

tal use. Glyoxal and methyl glyoxal were introduced into the

chamber by passing a small flow of nitrogen through a gently

warmed cold-trap.

3 Results

The data from all instruments was analyzed by the individ-

ual groups and then correlations were calculated with respect

to CE-DOAS for the data from NCAR and between each in-

strument pair for the EUPHORE experiments. In order to ac-

count for differences in time resolution between different in-

struments the data points were averaged to the longest time

interval of any given instrument pair (see Table 3 for time

resolution of the instruments), and data points a few minutes

after injection periods were removed to avoid any effects due

to the instruments sampling unmixed gas from the chamber.

Correlations were calculated in IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics) us-

ing the optimal distance regression (ODR) function, to ac-

count for uncertainty along both axes (y− y regression).

3.1 NCAR

The CE-DOAS, PTR-ToF-MS and FTIR instruments at

NCAR used independent sources of calibration, and provide

an opportunity to assess our understanding of the underly-

ing absorption cross-section data at UV-visible and IR wave-

lengths, as well as compare these cross sections with ion–

molecule rate constants (in the case of methyl glyoxal). No

signal was observed for glyoxal in the PTR-ToF-MS (up to

32 ppbv glyoxal was supplied to the PTR inlet after dilu-

tion). PTR-ToF-MS data for methyl glyoxal was corrected

for interference of the isobaric water cluster peak that gave

an initial background signal at the methyl glyoxal peak (see

Fig. S2). Correlation plots for glyoxal and methyl glyoxal

did not show significant intercepts and were independent of

temperature (295 and 320 K). Correlations for NO2 (for CE-

DOAS and FTIR only) agreed within ±5 % (R2
= 0.99) and

were independent of temperature (260, 295 and 320 K) but

had lower R2 values (0.95) due to non-linearity in the FTIR

when high concentrations (> 4× 1014 molecules cm−3) were

included. The results of these correlations are shown in Ta-

ble 3, and a time series of one methyl glyoxal experiment is

shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2a–c include data from 20 different
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Figure 3. Correlations for the glyoxal comparison experiment E8a (see Fig. S8a for a time series of these points). (a) Full concentration

range; (b) concentrations below 2 ppbv. Data are only shown from instruments where the maximum concentration exceeds the LOQ (see

Sect. 4.2).

experiments for NO2, and 5 experiments each for glyoxal and

methyl glyoxal; averages are shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 EUPHORE

3.2.1 Glyoxal intercomparison

Experiments E1 and E8a consisted of the injection of pure

glyoxal into the chamber followed by stepped dilution. Cor-

relations of data segregated between high (0–15 ppbv) and

low (0–2 ppbv) mixing ratio data are shown in Fig. 3. It

should be noted that the W-DOAS instrument is affected

by the distortion of the light beam during the flushing of

the chamber (the air input of the flushing is in the center

of the chamber and intersects the W-DOAS light path). Ta-

ble 3 compares individual instruments to CE-DOAS; correla-

tion matrices that compare each instrument pair-wise to each

other instrument for experiments E1 and E8a can be found in

Tables S1–S2 in the Supplement. The slopes varied between

0.76 and 1.09 between all instruments and both experiments.

Mad-LIP defines the highest and lowest slopes observed, re-

flecting ∼ 33 % difference in separate calibrations between

both experiments as well as different operating conditions

(see Sect. 2.1.6). All other instruments agreed within 15 %.

Experiment E9 investigated the possible interference of a

large amount of NO2 on detection of glyoxal for instruments

using visible (430–490 nm) light spectroscopy and found no

scalable bias due to NO2. In this experiment the Mad-LIP

was used as the glyoxal reference to evaluate effects of NO2

with the UV-visible absorption techniques as previous work

by Huisman et al. (2008) had shown Mad-LIP measurements

of glyoxal to be insensitive to NO2 interferences, tested up to

1 ppmv. Figure 4 shows the time series of glyoxal and NO2

concentrations for E9. The initial glyoxal amount (0.6 ppbv)

was diluted and left to stabilize around 0.3 ppbv in absence of

NO2, followed by stepped NO2 additions up to ∼ 180 ppbv.

SF6 was added and measured by FTIR as a tracer for dilu-

tion. The SF6 signal in Fig. 4 has been scaled to the initial

glyoxal and shows that the theoretical decay according to

dilution of the glyoxal glyoxal signal is in good agreement

with the Mad-LIP glyoxal data. Note that the error bars in-

crease at high NO2, more for CE-DOAS than for BBCEAS

due to larger light losses at the longer absorption path in CE-

DOAS. Deviations in glyoxal however were small for all in-

struments; they are marginally significant for BBCEAS and

insignificant for CE-DOAS during periods when MAD-LIP

data is available (see Fig. 5). Deviations in the SPME con-

centrations were large but appear to be unconnected to the

high NO2 levels in the chamber. For both CE-DOAS and

BBCEAS (Figs. 4 and 5) we do not find significant bias; i.e.,

an upper-limit change in glyoxal due to NO2 is derived as

±200 pptv glyoxal in the presence of 200 ppbv NO2 (or bias

of 1 pptv glyoxal/1 ppbv NO2).

3.2.2 Methyl glyoxal intercomparison

Experiment E2 compared methyl glyoxal measurements in

a pure compound system. Approximately 25 ppbv of methyl

glyoxal was injected into the chamber, and diluted in 6 dis-

crete steps to less than 1 ppbv. Figure 6 shows correlation

plots of data segregated into high and low (< 3 ppbv) concen-

trations, and the regression lines (see Table 3). The slopes

varied between 0.97 and 1.40, with generally larger dif-

ferences in slopes between instruments than for glyoxal.

Mad-LIP showed the highest slope, while W-DOAS had

the lowest slope. Experiment E10 tested the interference of

NO2 on methyl glyoxal, as previously described for glyoxal

(Sect. 3.2.1). The initial level of methyl glyoxal was 5.3 ppbv

(Fig. S3), and the SF6 dilution signal was used as the dilution

reference. For FTIR the concentrations were high enough
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of glyoxal to high levels of NO2 (experiment E9). Chamber dilution has been scaled relative to concentrations at

08:15 UTC from the decay of the SF6 tracer. See text for details. The error bars are the sum of the statistical uncertainty for retrieving

the absorber’s concentration from the spectral structure and the systematic uncertainties in determining the cavity mirrors’ reflectivity, the

cavity’s length factor and the uncertainties reported on the literature absorption cross sections used to fit the BBCEAS/CE-DOAS spectra

(see Sect. 2.1.4 and in the Supplement).

Figure 5. Deviations from pure dilution in the chamber for exper-

iments 9 and 10 relative to NO2 in the chamber. No clear trend is

apparent over the full range of NO2 investigated.

to obtain good signal, and the methyl glyoxal and NO2 ab-

sorption are well separated at IR wavelengths. No significant

deviations in methyl glyoxal were observed in CE-DOAS

and BBCEAS, and excellent agreement is observed even in

excess of 200 ppbv NO2 (see Fig. 5b). In the presence of

200 ppbv we found a maximum bias of ±1 ppbv on a sam-

ple of 5.3 ppbv methyl glyoxal (or a bias of 5 pptv methyl

glyoxal/1 ppbv NO2; see Figs. 5 and S3).

3.2.3 Dry photochemical smog systems

Experiment E3 investigated o-xylene photo-oxidation by OH

radicals in the presence of NOx (added as HONO), as a

source for highly variable concentrations of glyoxal, methyl

glyoxal, biacetyl and NO2. Figure 7 illustrates the time se-

ries and correlation plots. Table 3 gives the results of regres-

sion fits (correlation plots include data from before and af-

ter HONO addition and chamber opening). The slopes var-

ied between 0.83–1.1 (glyoxal), 0.86–1.7 (methyl glyoxal),

and 0.95–1.01 (NO2), and most instruments agreed within

12, 30, and 5 %, respectively. These differences were similar

or slightly larger than those observed in the pure compound

experiments (Sects. 3.2.1, and 3.2.2.). Notably, differences of

up to 8 % between BBCEAS and CE-DOAS for methyl gly-

oxal are observed despite excellent agreement (better than

1 %) for both glyoxal and NO2. While Mad-LIP data show

excellent correlation (R2 > 0.95 for both α-dicarbonyls, Ta-

ble 3) they also mark the largest (1.66 methyl glyoxal) and

smallest (0.83 glyoxal) slopes for both α-dicarbonyls. Al-

though FTIR performed well for methyl glyoxal, concentra-

tions of glyoxal were close to the detection limit of the FTIR,

and the measured concentrations did not scatter around zero

as expected (Fig. 7a) most probably due to unknown inter-

fering products formed because the chamber was exposed to

light (NO2, ozone and HCHO formation were observed from

walls). Hence, FTIR data were only considered for further

discussion if values exceeded detection limits by at least a

factor of 2 for constructing correlations and 10 for calcula-

tion of accuracy (Table 4).

In the isoprene/NOx system (experiment E7, see Fig. S4)

results were generally similar. However, the variations in
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Figure 6. Correlation plots for methyl glyoxal comparison experiment E2. (a) Full range of measured concentrations, while (b) shows only

concentrations below 3 ppbv. Only data is shown from instruments where the maximum concentration exceeds the LOD (see Sect. 4.2).

Figure 7. Dry photo-oxidation of o-xylene during experiment E3. (a–c) show the time traces of glyoxal, methyl glyoxal and NO2, respec-

tively. (d–f) show the correlation plots of the respective compounds. E3 began in the morning with a clean, flushed chamber. The chamber roof

was opened (1) while clean and the build-up of NO2 and other contaminates was observed and then closed (2) and flushed clean (3). In the

afternoon, HONO was added to the chamber (4) and with it some NO2, then the chamber roof was opened (5) to initiate the photo-chemistry

and closed to finish the experiment (6).

slopes were somewhat higher, i.e., 0.94–1.54 (glyoxal), and

0.7–2.2 (methyl glyoxal), while most instruments agreed

within 30 % for both species (see Table 3). Again, Mad-

LIP data show excellent correlation (R2 > 0.98) indicating

the shape of the Mad-LIP profile agreed with the other in-

struments, but there were systematic differences in the slopes

(up to a factor of 2.2 for methyl glyoxal). This is indicative of

the calibration and stability issues present in the Mad-LIP in-

strument during the campaign (see Sect. 2.1.6) as well as the

difficulty in differentiating the methyl glyoxal signal from a

large glyoxal background.

Experiment E4 consisted of a higher NOx isoprene oxi-

dation experiment (NO2 concentrations up to 170 ppbv) and

has been excluded from these comparisons for operational

reasons. The NOx control system failed to maintain a stable

NOx concentration in the chamber and a dilution valve failed
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Table 4. Detection limits of all instruments at NCAR and EUPHORE.

Precision (ppbv) Accuracy (%) a

GLY MGLY GLY MGLY Time

Instrumentb LODc
r LODd

var LODe
Eq. (7)

LODc
r LODd

var LODEq. (7) (min)

CE-DOAS 0.015 0.012 0.015 0.15 0.27 0.28 – – 1

NCAR FT-IR 50 – – 92 – – – – 4

NCAR PTR-ToF-MSd – – – – 1.2 – – – 0.167

CE-DOAS 0.015 0.012 0.015 0.21 0.27 0.28 4 10 1

BBCEAS 0.075 0.045 0.053 1.0 0.6 0.7 7 10f 1

PTR-ToF-MS – – – 0.53 5.3 – – – 1

Mad-LIP 0.06 0.038 0.063 1.2 0.9 1.14 48 80f 1

W-DOAS 0.4 0.3 0.33 6.0 – – 4 – 1.5

EUPHORE FTIR 2.5 1.1 1.1 2.7 – – 10 70 10

SPME with GC-FID detection 0.1 – – 0.15 – – 50 20 10

a Accuracy evaluated as the 95 % CI of the fitted slopes in correlation plots versus CE-DOAS (Sect. 4.2) for experiments where signal-to-noise was at least 10; accuracy of

CE-DOAS is estimated in the Supplement; b abbreviations given in the text; c operator Reported Detection Limits 3σ ; d LOD based on measured variability at constant

signal (LOD= 3σ ppbv, see Sect. 4.2); width of Histograms in Figs. 9 and 10 for EUPHORE experiments, and as the LOD in the instruments for other background data for

NCAR experiments; e LOD calculated according to Eq. (7), where |background| is equated to the offset from Figs. 9 and 10; f omits E6 due to the lack of variability in the

MGLY concentration (see Fig. 8c).

in the CE-DOAS system which prevented the retrieval of the

data to compare with other instruments (dilution of the cham-

ber flow into the CE-DOAS system was not attempted on any

of the other experiments).

3.2.4 Moist ambient air

For experiment E6, ambient air was added to a cleaned cham-

ber, to assess possible interferences from other species. For

example, water vapor absorbs light at blue visible wave-

lengths, and can create problems with the molecular spec-

troscopy in UV-visible absorption techniques. Further, the

transfer of α-dicarbonyls through sampling lines can be-

come complicated in presence of ambient levels of relative

humidity. Aerosols can reduce path length with BBCEAS,

and other species in ambient air may create further inter-

ferences. Figure 8 shows the time series: a clean chamber

was exposed to sunlight, and ambient air was added (see

Fig. S5 for correlations of BBCEAS and Mad-LIP with re-

spect to CE-DOAS); the chamber’s roof was closed and

∼ 100 ppbv O3 was added. Some of the accelerated decrease

in NO2 during the following hour may indicate formation of

NO3 radicals, and subsequent N2O5 hydrolysis on aerosols

and chamber walls. The roof was then opened, and after

1.5 h HONO was added in a defined way such that NOx

(NO+NO2) remained constant. Finally, a small amount of

isoprene (18 µL, ∼ 25 ppbv in the chamber) was injected

while NOx was controlled via the HONO source. The RH

varied between 30 and 50 %, and NO2 levels were below

16 ppbv at all times, while concentrations of α-dicarbonyls

varied between 0.1 < glyoxal < 1 ppbv, and 50 pptv < methyl

glyoxal < 5 ppbv, with average concentrations of 380 pptv

glyoxal, and 1.7 ppbv methyl glyoxal. The slopes of correla-

Figure 8. Ambient air experiment E6. (a) shows the NO2 and rel-

ative humidity, (b) glyoxal and ozone, and (c) methyl glyoxal. The

chamber operations for the day were as follows: (1) at 8.05 a.m.

the chamber roof was opened; (2) the “chamber valve” was open

from 8.37–9.30 a.m., allowing ambient air to enter the chamber. Af-

ter 9.35 a.m. the chamber was closed and is considered to be mixed.

(3) The chamber roof was closed at 11.36 a.m., (4) O3 injection

(12.09–12.17 p.m.), (5) chamber roof opened 1.03 p.m., (6) start

HONO injection for NOx control (2.15 p.m.), (7) isoprene injection

(2.58 p.m.).
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Figure 9. Histograms of glyoxal baseline variability during exper-

iment E8b, 6 July 2011 from 02:00–06:00 UTC. The instruments

sampled from a clean chamber. The number of points in the distri-

bution (n), the mean (m) and 1-σ standard deviation (d) are listed

on each graph, and experimentally determined limits of detection as

quoted in Table 4 were calculated as LODexp = 3× d + |m| . The

time series of the data used to produce the histograms is shown in

Fig. S8b and c.

tions (Table 3) varied between 0.95–1.5 (glyoxal), 0.68–1.83

(methyl glyoxal), and 0.995 (NO2) – agreement between

most instruments was on the order of 10 % for glyoxal, and

30 % for methyl glyoxal, with extreme slopes showing dif-

ferences of 50 % in case of SPME-glyoxal, and 83 % in the

Figure 10. Histograms of methyl glyoxal baseline variability in ex-

periment E8b after 02:00 UTC. The number of points in the distri-

bution (n), the mean (m) in ppbv and 1 standard deviation (d) of

the distribution are listed in each panel (a: CE-DOAS; b: BBCEAS;

c: Mad-LIP). Histogram distributions are used to calculate experi-

mentally determined limits of detection as LODexp = 3× d + |m|

.

case of Mad-LIP methyl glyoxal. Interestingly, CE-DOAS

and BBCEAS slopes agreed within 2 % for NO2, 5 % for gly-

oxal, but differed by 32 % for methyl glyoxal. We note that

the range of methyl glyoxal concentrations is fairly limited

(correlations are driven by essentially two groups of points

one near 0 and the other near 2 ppbv). The cause for this

difference is not clear to the authors. A possible partial ex-

planation may exist in the difference in sampling location

from the chamber, as CE-DOAS sampled close to the wall of

the chamber, and the rise in methyl glyoxal after 3 p.m. that

drives the CE-DOAS vs. BBCEAS correlation away from

1 : 1 could be an artefact of wall interaction (and not an

instrumental difference). Generally, correlations are slightly

more variable in humid air than in dry air, and were found to

be slightly lower for methyl glyoxal (0.58 <R2 < 0.68) than
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for glyoxal (0.79 <R2 < 0.99). For discussion of the effect of

H2O on measurements of low glyoxal and methyl glyoxal

concentrations see Sects. 4.5 and 4.6. The effect of ambient

levels of NO2 on the glyoxal retrieval from CE-DOAS in E6

is shown in Fig. S6 and discussed more at length in Sect. 4.4.

3.2.5 Interference from O3

Experiment E5 tested the interference of O3 directly via

spectral interference with absorption measurements and/or

indirectly by either production of glyoxal on reaction with

Teflon (walls of the chamber or sampling lines) or other

VOCs in the chamber. In the first half of the experiment

O3 was injected into the chamber to three stable levels (0–

2.5 ppmv) and then flushed out of the chamber (see Fig. S8).

During these stable periods, the CE-DOAS and BBCEAS in-

struments changed the lengths of their sampling lines (adding

new clean lengths of Teflon) to attempt to observe any change

in the measured concentration. The only effect observed from

longer Teflon lines was an increased amount of NO2 (an in-

crease of 60 pptv from 30–60 pptv NO2 background) with

longer sample lines caused by the reaction of O3 with NO

trapped at the surface of the tubing. In the second half of

the experiment, attempts were made to observe glyoxal pro-

duction in a dark, NOx-free environment via reaction of OH

with acetylene. The intention was to generate OH in the

dark from the reaction of O3 with 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene

(tetramethylethylene, TME; ozonolysis OH yield of 0.90 –

IUPAC recommendation). The chamber was left filled with

200 ppbv of O3, acetylene (20 ppmv) was added and TME

was shortly to be injected into the chamber (with the cham-

ber roof closed). However, before the TME could be injected,

rapid glyoxal production ensued with the glyoxal concentra-

tion reaching 45 ppbv over the following 3 h before the cham-

ber was flushed clean (see Fig. S7a). The glyoxal is thought

to have come from the reaction of O3 with an impurity in the

C2H2 (since several ppmv of C2H2 were added to the cham-

ber an impurity with a relatively moderate yield of glyoxal

would only have need to be 1 % of the C2H2 added). Several

of these impurities were detected by FTIR in the 20 ppmv

acetylene mixture inside the chamber, including 60 ppbv of

ethene and 160 ppbv of acetone. The ozonolysis of ethene is

known to produce OH (12–18 % yield, Chew and Atkinson,

1996) which then likely reacted with acetylene, which pro-

duces glyoxal as well as regenerate OH (30 % yield, Siese

and Zetzsch, 1995; Bohn and Zetzsch, 1998).

3.2.6 Determination of precision, accuracy and

detection limits

The data set presents an opportunity to assess precision,

accuracy and detection limits of the various instruments

while observing the same air mass. Experiment E8b investi-

gated the overnight dilution of initially ∼ 60 ppbv of glyoxal

(4000 L min−1 flush rate) with all of the instruments mea-

suring continuously in their normal operating set up until

the following morning. A time series of the data is shown

in Figs. S8b and c. Several hours of data were collected in

a flushed chamber where glyoxal and methyl glyoxal were

both well below the detection limits of all of the instru-

ments, but there may have been very small amounts of NO2

and aerosol present. The expected glyoxal concentration dur-

ing the targeted period (02:00–06:00 UTC; see gray area in

Fig. S8c) was below 3 pptv based on the theoretical dilu-

tion. From these data histograms were constructed. From the

Gaussian distributions of the histograms the standard devia-

tion and mean were calculated for each instrument (see Fig. 9

for glyoxal and Fig. 10 for methyl glyoxal, the latter also us-

ing data from E8b after 02:00 UTC). The limit of detection

(LOD) is defined as follows:

LODexp = 3 · σGaussian+ |background| , (7)

where the 1-σ variability was calculated during a period

when the sensor signal is expected to be constant (E8b), and

multiplied by 3; the “background” is taken as the absolute

offset from the zero reference spectrum of the same time pe-

riod (Figs. 9, 10 and S8). LOD as defined by Eq. (7) is widely

used in analytical chemistry (IUPAC, 2006).

The experimental LODs are listed in Table 4 together with

LOD values submitted with their measurement data by the

operators of the various instruments. We find excellent agree-

ment between the experimental LODs determined here and

the reported LODs, once a common definition is applied. As

seen in Figs. 9 and 10, the distributions are Gaussian (ex-

cept for FTIR) and yielded LODs lower than or similar to the

values reported for each instrument (see Table 4). For FT-IR

the spread of data did not form a Gaussian distribution, and

instead a simple average and standard deviation were calcu-

lated. All instruments performed within their specifications.

Accuracy represents the measurement uncertainty at high

signal to noise (see Ryerson et al., 2013; Thalman and Volka-

mer, 2010). We assess accuracy from the variability in slopes

relative to CE-DOAS, using only data from experiments

where the maximum concentration is at least 10 times larger

than the 1-σ variability deduced from E8b (LOQ, limit of

quantification). The accuracy of the instruments was assessed

from the difference between different methods at the 95 % CI

level (see Table 4). See Sect. 4.2 for further discussions on

LODs.

4 Discussion

4.1 UV-vis vs. IR absorption cross sections

The NCAR set of experiments compared three different cal-

ibration sources: (1) UV-vis absorption cross section, (2) in-

frared absorption cross section, and (3) PTR-ToF-MS activ-

ity related calibrations (from predicted reactivity of methyl

glyoxal with H3O+). For glyoxal, the high-resolution UV-
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visible cross section (Volkamer et al., 2005b) was adjusted to

the instrument resolution of CE-DOAS by convolution with

the instrument line-shape function (FWHM∼ 0.5 nm, char-

acterized by the Hg atomic emission line at 435 nm or Cd

lamp line at 480 nm). The UV absorption line strengths have

previously been compared directly to IR line strengths by ob-

serving an identical gas-mixture in both spectral ranges si-

multaneously (Volkamer et al., 2005b). The integrated gly-

oxal IR cross sections near 2830 cm−1 (used to calibrate

the EUPHORE FTIR) is 1.75× 10−17 cm molecule−1 (base

e, 2726–2922 cm−1, see Profeta et al., 2011, for more de-

tails on energy ranges). The integrated glyoxal IR cross sec-

tion near 1740 cm−1 (used to calibrate the NCAR FTIR) is

2.33× 10−17 cm molecule−1. This is 4.6 % higher than the

values reported by Niki et al. (1985), 2.6 % higher than the

integral IR cross section reported by Volkamer et al. (2005),

and 1.6 % lower than the IR cross sections measured by Pa-

cific Northwest National Laboratory (Profeta et al., 2011).

The correlations for CE-DOAS and FT-IR (Table 3) from

NCAR experiments agree within 2± 2 % at all tempera-

tures (293–330 K). This excellent agreement demonstrates

that the absolute cross sections in either spectral range are

well known. We conclude that the uncertainty in the UV and

IR spectral parameters is consistent with the error budget of

3 % uncertainty for absorption cross sections at the visible

and IR spectral ranges (Volkamer et al., 2005b).

Measurements of methyl glyoxal in this study are cal-

ibrated using an integrated IR cross section of 7.88×

10−18 cm molecule−1 near 2830 cm−1 to calibrate the

EUPHORE FTIR, and 2.58× 10−17 cm molecule−1 near

1740 cm−1 to calibrate the NCAR FTIR. Direct compari-

son of the EUPHORE and NCAR IR spectra showed a fac-

tor of 0.78 difference, which was traced to a near identi-

cal correction factor that had previously been applied to the

EUPHORE-IR spectrum. This factor comes from the use

of an older cross section (Raber, 1992) and cross calibra-

tion with the W-DOAS system. We note that the NCAR

IR cross-section spectrum is 4 % lower than the IR cross

section measured at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL; Profeta et al., 2011), and further agrees well with

other studies (Raber, 1992; Talukdar et al., 2011). After re-

normalization (eliminating the factor 0.78) the EUPHORE

IR spectrum agrees well with the other IR spectra (Profeta et

al., 2011; Talukdar et al., 2011). Further, the NCAR experi-

ments provide a first temperature dependent cross-calibration

of the vis- and IR spectral ranges for methyl glyoxal. The

correlations for NCAR experiments find no evidence for

a temperature effect, and slopes are unity with 1 % error.

The vis spectrum by Meller et al. (1991) results in a near

identical calibration for CE-DOAS as the above integral IR

cross section for the NCAR FTIR. Finally, ion–molecule

rate constant calculations for the reaction of methyl glyoxal

with H3O+ result in slopes between PTR-ToF-MS and CE-

DOAS of 0.93±0.07 (i.e. indistinguishable from unity at the

95 % CI). Six independent sources of calibration are there-

fore consistent within 5 %, which we interpret as an up-

per limit for the uncertainty in the vis- and IR cross sec-

tions of methyl glyoxal, and as the uncertainty in the ion–

molecule rate constant (rate= 1.47× 10−9 cm3 s−1). Based

on a careful comparison of the available spectra, we recom-

mend the following integrated infrared cross section values

for use in future studies: (2.86±0.14)×10−17 cm molecule−1

between 1600 and 1800 cm−1 (average of NCAR, PNNL,

Profeta et al., 2011, and NOAA spectra, Talukdar et al.,

2011,); (9.9±0.5)×10−18 cm molecule−1 between 2780 and

2880 cm−1 (average of PNNL and NOAA spectra). The rec-

ommended values include an estimated overall uncertainty of

5 %.

4.2 Precision, accuracy, and limit of detection

Different practices to estimate LOD can lead to a factor of

6 difference between LOD values reported in the literature

(Thalman and Volkamer, 2010) due to notation, rather than

differences in the figure of merit characteristic of an instru-

ment. The simultaneous observation of a common air mass

facilitates calculation of LOD using a consistent definition,

i.e., Eq. (7) applied across all instruments. The methods un-

derlying LOD reports vary because of the different infor-

mation provided from the different instruments. For single-

channel instruments (e.g., fluorescence, chemiluminescence,

phosphorescence, and voltammetry), the 1-σ variability at

constant signal is widely used to characterize “precision”

(= the 3-σ component of Eq. 7). For multi-channel sensors

the fit-error from spectral fitting is indirectly related to, but

not identical to, the variability. Multi-channel (spectral) sen-

sors can further leverage additional information, for exam-

ple, accounting for systematic residual structures that may

remain after all known absorbers have been accounted to

inform on the potential for systematic bias due to spectral

cross-correlation (Stutz and Platt, 1996). This has resulted

into more conservative reports of LOD from some multispec-

tral sensors (see Sect. 4 in Thalman and Volkamer, 2010).

Ultimately, assessing the accuracy of an instrument requires

the comparison to other instruments.

Table 4 illustrates that the offsets in clean air contribute

significantly to the LOD. For instruments where the scat-

ter behaves statistical (i.e., Gaussian distributions in Figs. 9

and 10), the precision can be improved by averaging data in

time. While the background varies significantly between in-

struments, we find that at ∼ 4 min averaging time the con-

tributions due to precision and “background” to the over-

all LODEq. (7) become roughly comparable for Mad-LIP,

BBCEAS and CE-DOAS. Further averaging has limited po-

tential to reduce LOD further, unless active measures are

also taken to minimize “background”. The factors that de-

termine “background” contributions vary in different instru-

ments, and deserve further investigation. For example, the

CE-DOAS offset in Figs. 9 and 10 is for data that used a

nearby reference spectrum; the choice of a different refer-
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ence spectra from the start and/or end of the experiment can

lead to offsets of 8 pptv over 24 h; we have combined the off-

set over 24 h in quadrature to obtain a conservative estimate

of the contribution from “background” for CE-DOAS in Ta-

ble 4, see also Sect. 4.6 for further discussion.

We note that all instruments during EUPHORE experi-

ments were either calibrated directly or indirectly from the

same UV-visible cross section (Volkamer et al., 2005b).

This calibration is directly accomplished by fitting the con-

volved literature cross sections for W-DOAS, CE-DOAS and

BBCEAS. Calibration is less direct for FTIR (cross-section

calibrated to the W-DOAS, SPME calibrated to the FTIR).

Mad-LIP is calibrated by flowing a calibration gas through a

ring-down cell while monitoring the 440 nm absorption fea-

ture, and into the LIP instrument; UV-visible absorption by

the ring-down cell is calibrated from the glyoxal or methyl

glyoxal UV-visible cross section. By relating all instruments

to a common source of calibration information the experi-

ments at EUPHORE eliminate potential for calibration bias,

and isolate other (unknown) factors that may limit accuracy.

The observed variability in slopes between experiments is

usually larger than the uncertainty in the cross section (see

Sect. 4.1.). The 95 % confidence intervals of slopes are listed

in Table 4 for all instruments (relative to CE-DOAS) as a

measure of accuracy at high signal-to-noise. This was done

by averaging these slopes relative to CE-DOAS for each in-

strument and assessing the confidence interval of this sample

of slopes (thus omitting experiments where the correlation

does not include a maximum value of at least 10 times the

1-σ detection limit). It is generally smallest (4–7 %) for ab-

sorption instruments, and larger for Mad-LIP (glyoxal: av-

erage slope= 1.06± 0.53; methyl glyoxal: average slope=

1.80± 0.58), SPME (glyoxal: average slope= 1.14± 0.53;

methyl glyoxal: average slope= 0.75±0.18) and PTR-ToF-

MS (1.23, only one measurement).

For the Mad-LIP, instrument problems caused by the ini-

tially low flows prevented noticing that the multi-pass optics

in the LIP cell were degraded. Testing after the field cam-

paign confirmed that mirror degradation had a two-fold effect

in that the background scatter was increased and the effec-

tive laser-power reduced. Both factors reduce the LOD ex-

plaining the difference between the LOD reported in Henry

et al. (2012) and the value in Table 4. The variability of the

slope of the LIP instrument is attributed to alignment varia-

tions of the multi-pass cell. Changes in alignment affect the

net laser power in the detection volume and are hard to ac-

count for. Such alignment changes resulted from the instru-

ment maintenance performed during the intercomparison as

part of the diagnostics of the flow problems and the low de-

tection limit. Based on the results of this intercomparison a

new version of Mad-LIP is using a single-cell detection axis

with comparable detection efficiency but much greater stabil-

ity (as demonstrated for LIF measurement of formaldehyde,

Cazorla et al., 2015).

4.2.1 Choice of reference instrument

Both CE-DOAS and BBCEAS were considered as reference

techniques. We chose CE-DOAS to assess relative differ-

ences to other instruments for the following reasons: (1) the

instrument participated in both campaigns, (2) had excel-

lent data coverage, and (3) high time resolution. Use of

CE-DOAS yields the maximum number of data points to

calculate correlations between different instruments at EU-

PHORE. Further, (4) CE-DOAS demonstrated the lowest

LODEq. (7), and concentration offsets for both glyoxal and

methyl glyoxal among all available instruments (see Table 4,

Figs. 9 and 10); (5) CE-DOAS benefits from inherent path

length calibration through O4 at very high signal-to-noise

to demonstrate control over cavity alignment with very lit-

tle error (2 %). (6) The comprehensive coverage and consis-

tent performance from CE-DOAS in context with the other

instruments that we compared at both chamber facilities pro-

vides strong evidence to suggest CE-DOAS is precise, and

accurate. (7) The size of white-noise residuals observed by

CE-DOAS can be understood in terms of the measured pho-

ton fluxes, and provides additional information to assess

LOD and accuracy (Sect. 3.2.6, Fig. S9). The Supplement

contains a discussion of potential sources for systematic bias

with CE-DOAS measurements. At high concentrations the

resulting error of 3.5 % is dominated by the uncertainty in

the absorption cross sections. A discussion of the factors

that influence accuracy at low concentrations is provided in

Sect. 4.6.

4.3 Interference from biacetyl and O3

Biacetyl is formed simultaneously with glyoxal and methyl

glyoxal in a complex array of other ring opening and retain-

ing products in the photo-oxidation of o-xylene. We did not

observe any measurable interference in detection of glyoxal

and methyl glyoxal from biacetyl up to ∼ 2 ppbv (estimated

from model simulation of the chamber reaction and known

yields) during experiment E3. Most instrument slopes agreed

within 10 % for glyoxal, and differences of ∼ 20 % for Mad-

LIP cannot be explained by biacetyl signals, which would

result in larger than unity slopes. BBCEAS, CE-DOAS and

W-DOAS are expected to be insensitive to interference from

biacetyl, due to its relatively unstructured absorption cross

section (see Fig. S1) and the fact that the selectivity of re-

trievals arises from differential absorption structures (promi-

nent for glyoxal). Similarly, sensitivity for biacetyl by Mad-

LIP had been tested previously and the lack of sensitivity (no

phosphorescence) due to quenching by oxygen is consistent

with findings in this study (Henry et al., 2012).

The hypothesis for this experiment was that the struc-

ture of the biacetyl absorption cross- section (Fig. S1) could

cause interferences for other α-dicarbonyls. For methyl gly-

oxal, BBCEAS and SPME during experiment E3 were 8 and

13 %, respectively, lower than CE-DOAS, while FTIR and
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Mad-LIP showed slopes that were 30 and 70 % higher. For

FTIR, this positive bias appears to be twice as high as dur-

ing experiment E2, the only other methyl glyoxal compari-

son available. We note that methyl glyoxal concentrations of

8 and 12 ppbv for FTIR and Mad-LIP (see Fig. 7), respec-

tively, during experiment E3 are only 2–3 times above the

FTIR detection limit. Thus the difference of 15 % compared

to E2 can probably (at least) partially be explained by sys-

tematic bias of FTIR near the detection limit as well as the

complex mixture in the chamber for photo-oxidation exper-

iments including the incomplete subtraction of water bands

in the FTIR. SOA formation is unlikely to affect the opti-

cal measurements; scattering is inefficient at IR wavelengths,

and a filter removes SOA in the CE-DOAS sampling line.

The positive difference in slope observed for Mad-LIP cur-

rently remains unexplained. Previous cross sensitivity tests

did not show a measurable sensitivity of methyl glyoxal sig-

nals towards biacetyl (Henry et al., 2012). We note that E6

and E7 revealed a similar or larger bias in slopes for Mad-

LIP methyl glyoxal, but no biacetyl was present during E7.

Hence, the differences for Mad-LIP methyl glyoxal are likely

due to other reasons, and cross interference from biacetyl is

difficult to judge from this data set.

The SPME results did not show a clear trend of a bias of

glyoxal and methyl glyoxal, and were found highly variable

during this comparison exercise. The SPME sampling car-

ried out during the intercomparison exercise suffered from

manual manipulation and possible contamination in the pe-

riod after sampling from the chamber and desorption in the

GC. This effect could be more evident when measuring lower

concentrations. After the campaign, an automated system has

been implemented to eliminate manual manipulation and has

enabled the improvement of the SPME system (Borrás et al.,

2015).

In experiment E5 the only effect of flowing O3 was the

conversion of some of the NO trapped on/in the Teflon into

NO2 that varied with the length of the inlet line. No other

effect on the methyl glyoxal or glyoxal signals were ob-

served due to O3. It should be noted that various groups

had observed that O3 flowing in Teflon (PFA) tubing can

be a source for glyoxal (observed by CU-Boulder and UW-

Madison for some limited sets of tubing). However, the effect

of O3 is usually only visible at very small glyoxal concen-

trations (< 20 pptv). A more comprehensive and systematic

study on the role of O3 at very low glyoxal concentrations

warrants future research.

4.4 Interference from NO2

Elevated NO2 concentrations did show an effect on the con-

centrations of glyoxal and methyl glyoxal determined by the

cavity-based instruments (CE-DOAS and BBCEAS, but not

for Mad-LIP glyoxal). We quantify the bias due to NO2 as

ca. 1 pptv glyoxal/ppbv NO2 (Fig. 4) and 5 pptv methyl gly-

oxal/ppbv NO2 (Fig. S3), though the effect does not have a

clear trend (see Fig. 5) and is generally smaller than the un-

certainty in the measurements. The primary effects of high

NO2 (> 10 ppbv) are due to NO2 light extinction. This lim-

its the attainable effective absorption path lengths, and re-

moves photons, thus further increasing photon shot noise. All

of these effects lead to increasing uncertainty for measured

glyoxal and methyl glyoxal. For CE-DOAS (R = 0.999972)

200 ppbv of NO2 changes the sample path length from 15

to 3.5 km and the light throughput is reduced by a factor 4.

The combined effect is a decrease of a factor of 8 in sensitiv-

ity. For BBCEAS the effects are similar, but the reduction in

path length is from 5 to 2.3 km (a factor of 2). At the high-

est level of NO2 (∼ 200 ppbv) the absorption due to NO2 is

more than 500 times greater than that due to 0.3 ppbv of gly-

oxal used in E9 (Fig. 4) and more than 300 times greater

than for 6 ppbv of methyl glyoxal used in E10 (Fig. S3).

The largest effect of the NO2 is the differential absorption

structure. This creates residual structures that make DOAS

retrievals difficult for all of the visible light absorption tech-

niques (W-DOAS, CE-DOAS and BBCEAS). This also cre-

ates a highly structured absorption path length in the cavity

based instruments (CE-DOAS and BBCEAS) as the extinc-

tion due to NO2 begins to determine the cavity light path.

For instance, the variation in the absorption path length for

CE-DOAS is 35 % over the space of 3 nm with 200 ppbv of

NO2 in the instrument. Despite this difference in the differen-

tial absorption, the very small biases in glyoxal and methyl

glyoxal due to NO2 is indeed surprising, and encouraging.

The Mad-LIP glyoxal measurements are unaffected by large

amounts of NO2. The FTIR showed a slight increase in the

methyl glyoxal signal relative to the SF6 tracer (Fig. S3) al-

though all FTIR methyl glyoxal data points agreed comfort-

ably (within their error bars) with the SF6 dilution trend. The

glyoxal concentrations used in E9 were below the FTIR de-

tection limit. The W-DOAS instrument may be similarly af-

fected by large fitting residuals due to NO2, but the glyoxal

and methyl glyoxal concentrations used in E9 and E10 were

at or below the detection limit. The Mad-LIP was off-line for

the methyl glyoxal experiment. For the SPME the reported

concentrations varied too widely to evaluate the interference.

For ambient NO2 concentrations smaller than 10 ppbv, the

effect on glyoxal retrievals is primarily due to uncertainties

in the absorption cross section. An interesting subset of data

from E6 is the time from when the experiment was started

and ambient air is introduced until noon. During this time,

glyoxal was generally below 0.5 ppbv, and NO2 varied be-

tween 2 and 15 ppbv. Under these conditions, glyoxal cor-

relations between CE-DOAS and BBCEAS and Mad-LIP

are shown in Fig. S5, and the slopes/intercepts/R2 values

are given in Table 5. The differences between glyoxal as

measured by the absorption techniques were calculated by

subtracting the Mad-LIP concentration, and this 1glyoxal

is shown in Fig. S6 as a function of NO2. A regression

analysis confirms the results obtained during E9 in ambi-

ent air (CE-DOAS:−1.1(8) pptv glyoxal/ppbv NO2; see also
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Table 5. Correlations at ambient (sub-ppbv) glyoxal concentrations: BBCEAS, Mad-LIP, and CE-DOAS (reference) data.

Range (ppbv)

Exp # Species Instrument # pts Slope Int. (ppbv) R2 glyoxal NO2 RH (%)

Pure compound experiments

E1a GLY BBCEAS 478 0.96(1) −0.002(2) 0.99 0–0.3 < 1 < 1

E1a GLY Mad-LIP 223 1.08(4) −0.014(2) 0.89 0–0.3 < 1 < 1

E8a GLY BBCEAS 256 1.03(3) −0.013(2) 0.97 0–0.3 < 1 < 1

E8a GLY Mad-LIP 136 1.23(6) −0.010(5) 0.98 0–0.3 < 1 < 1

E8b GLY BBCEAS 315 0.97(3) −0.022(2) 0.95 0–0.3 < 1 < 1

E8b GLY Mad-LIP 321 1.20(3) 0.012(3) 0.98 0–0.3 < 1 < 1

Mixed compound experiments

E3 GLY BBCEAS 191 1.02(4) −0.011(4) 0.97 0–0.3 0–4 2

E6b GLY BBCEAS 231 0.98(3) −0.027(8) 0.91 0–0.5 0–16 30–50

E6b GLY Mad-LIP 87 1.02(5) −0.011(11) 0.97 0–0.5 0–16 30–50

E7 GLY BBCEAS 61 1.01(6) −0.10(2)c 0.99 0–0.3 0–13 38

E7 GLY Mad-LIP 123 1.38(18) −0.10(7)c 0.98 0–0.3 0–13 38

a Experiment E1 data is from the morning of 24 June; ∼ 1 ppbv NO2 and 3 ppbv methyl glyoxal were injected into the chamber with an

impure glyoxal sample at low concentration. b E6 correlations are for concentrations below 500 pptv. See Figs. S5 and S6 for explanation

of the deviation in the Mad-LIP fit here due to inhomogeneity of the chamber. c Intercepts here are due to chamber homogeneity

(Fig. S10).

Fig. S6). These results show little to no effect of NO2 levels

below 10 ppbv on ambient glyoxal concentrations (here be-

low 500 pptv).

4.5 Interference from H2O

Absorption by gas-phase water overlaps with the glyoxal,

methyl glyoxal and NO2 absorption in the UV/VIS spectral

range. The available spectral databases like HITRAN have

considerable uncertainties in this spectral range, and are sub-

ject to ongoing updates in recent HITRAN/HITEMP data

products (Rothmann et al., 2010, 2013). The effect of wa-

ter on glyoxal retrievals depends on the absolute amount of

water present in the gas-phase. This was investigated system-

atically during experiments E6 and E7. The humidity during

E6 (30–50 % RH at 303 K) corresponds to 2.1 %v/v H2O,

or 15.2 g m−3 absolute humidity. This is 5.5 and 1.6 times

higher than the absolute humidity of 2.76 and 9.65 g m−3 at

50 % RH at 275 and 295 K that is characteristic of the arctic-,

and mid-latitude troposphere; and somewhat lower than hu-

midity in tropical air (26.9 g m−3; 80 % RH at 305 K). In

principle also other unknown factors in the ambient air stud-

ied during E6 could affect the retrievals; however, for the ab-

sorption techniques, H2O is the primary and the only known

factor. In particular, NO2, O3, and aerosols can be ruled out

to influence the glyoxal retrievals during E6 (see Table 3,

Sects. 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 4.3, and 4.4). Tables 3 and 5 do not pro-

vide evidence that would suggest a significant specific influ-

ence of H2O absorption on glyoxal retrievals.

At ambient glyoxal concentrations, three of the four par-

ticipating instruments had sufficient sensitivity to provide

meaningful low error bars (Table 5, also Sect. 4.6). The

BBCEAS, Mad-LIP, and CE-DOAS instruments generally

agree within 5–20 % under both dry (E1, E3, E5, E8a) and

moist conditions (E6, E7). At high absolute humidity agree-

ment as good as 5 % is observed between all three instru-

ments. Larger differences were sometimes observed (up to

35 %), and are influenced by lower signal-to-noise due to

lower concentrations (Sect. 4.6). There is no obvious sys-

tematic behavior between the three instruments that would

suggest a specific H2O effect. The magnitude of intercepts

was generally smaller than the LOD (compare Table 4), and

the quality of correlations (0.80 <R2 < 0.94) did not show

an obvious dependence on gas-phase H2O. A recent study

compared an advanced instrument version (Coburn et al.,

2014) of the CE-DOAS used in this study with two ship-

and aircraft-based remote-sensing techniques at lower gly-

oxal (∼ 35 pptv) and higher humidity in the remote tropical

marine boundary layer (Volkamer et al., 2015). The choice of

H2O cross section introduced ∼ 13 % bias for glyoxal (and

∼ 16 % bias for iodine monoxide, IO), which corresponds to

an offset of ∼ 5 pptv glyoxal, or 1–5 % at 500 and 100 pptv,

respectively. Such sensitivity is generally consistent with the

findings in this work, and it is below the LOD of instruments

used in this study (Tables 4 and 5), suggesting water effects

are small, and do not pose a fundamental limitation also at

ambient concentrations. We conclude that better knowledge

of the water absorption cross sections at blue wavelengths is

needed to eliminate residual absorption effects due to water’s

bands. This has potential to help further improve the detec-
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tion sensitivity by absorption techniques, and eliminate small

potential for bias at ambient glyoxal concentrations. Further-

more, RH more than absolute humidity determines the par-

titioning of glyoxal and methyl glyoxal to aerosols, aerosol

filters, and the walls of sampling lines (Sect. 3.2.5). A sys-

tematic study of RH effects at different temperatures has not

been attempted, because temperature (and RH) cannot easily

be controlled independently at EUPHORE.

4.6 Comparison of atmospheric glyoxal concentrations

The BBCEAS, Mad-LIP, and CE-DOAS instruments had

sufficient sensitivity to provide meaningful low error bars at

ambient glyoxal concentrations. Table 5 compiles the corre-

lations for periods of the experiments when glyoxal was gen-

erally less than 300 pptv, and always smaller than 500 pptv

for E6 and E7. The comparison of data in Table 5 was limited

to periods when the chamber was regarded as homogeneous,

and glyoxal varied sufficiently to allow for a meaningful re-

gression analysis. If these factors are considered, the slopes

varied between 0.96 and 1.38 (E8a, E8b, E3, E6, E7, Ta-

ble 5). The variability of slopes at low concentrations (pure:

0.96–1.23, mixed: 0.98–1.38, Table 5) was actually smaller

than at high concentrations (pure: 0.68–1.43; mixed: 0.68–

2.21, Table 3) for the same instruments. The intercepts were

below the instruments’ respective LODs, and the quality of

correlations was generally very good; as was the case at high

concentrations, R2 values were slightly better for pure com-

pound experiments. Overall, the surprisingly good agreement

suggests a reliable quantification of ambient glyoxal concen-

trations (within the respective errors, Table 4).

Notably, the experiments were initially designed for mea-

surements by all instruments, and not specifically optimized

for comparisons at low concentrations; in particular parts of

the data in E5, E6 and E7 suffer from inhomogeneity in the

chamber air during the period when ambient air was added

(as can be seen in Fig. S10). The larger negative intercepts

in E7 are caused by the chamber inhomogeneity as the CE-

DOAS responds to the opening of the chamber roof and the

start of the photochemistry before the BBCEAS and Mad-

LIP. At low concentrations, the lower signal to noise is start-

ing to limit the overall accuracy (not better than LODEq. (7)

in Table 4). At 150 pptv glyoxal (typical semi-polluted con-

centration), limitations due to signal-to-noise account for

∼ 10 % uncertainty in CE-DOAS and ∼ 30 % in BBCEAS,

which is 3–6 times higher than the uncertainty at high sig-

nal to noise (see column “accuracy” in Table 4). Baseline

drift can further limit LOD as it adds to the “background”

in Eq. (7). Such offset can be caused by instrument instabili-

ties (e.g., intensity variations in the LED for absorption tech-

niques), and the non-linear calibration curve for the Mad-LIP.

Baseline drift becomes relatively more important at low con-

centrations; e.g., an offset of 20 pptv (see Fig. 9) corresponds

to 16 % at 150 pptv glyoxal. For the spectroscopic instru-

ments (absorption measurements) this “background” value

(see Eq. 7) can be reduced by more frequent acquisition of

reference spectra (see Sect. 4.2). For Mad-LIP this offset can

be reduced by more frequent calibrations.

4.7 Relevance for measurements in the atmosphere

Our results show that advances with measurement techniques

in recent years are suitable to attempt the detection of glyoxal

at ambient mixing ratios in polluted urban (up to 1.5 ppbv,

Volkamer et al., 2005), semi-polluted rural air (100–500 pptv,

Washenfelder et al., 2011; Knote et al., 2014), forests (0.25–

1.5 ppbv, Huisman et al., 2011), marine boundary layer (20–

50 pptv, Sinreich et al., 2010; Coburn et al., 2014; Volka-

mer et al., 2015) and the free tropospheric environments (3–

30 pptv, Lee et al., 1998; Baidar et al., 2013; Volkamer et al.,

2015). In most urban environments the glyoxal detection by

in situ UV-vis absorption techniques is feasible; i.e., there

is no fundamental limitation due to typical ambient NO2

concentrations. However, care must be taken with accurately

characterizing the effect of NO2 on the effective absorption

paths, and the representation of overlapping absorption fea-

tures during retrievals. Several optical techniques now facili-

tate the fast (few Hz) in situ detection of glyoxal. Such time

resolution is suitable to conduct measurements from mobile

platforms such as aircraft, or for micro-meteorological flux

calculations. The first eddy covariance flux measurements of

glyoxal have recently been demonstrated by CE-DOAS over

the remote ocean (Coburn et al., 2014).

Measurements of methyl glyoxal in the atmosphere are

complicated by its short atmospheric lifetime (∼ 0.5–1 h).

As a result, ambient mixing ratios are comparable and of-

ten lower than those of glyoxal under polluted urban (0.1–

2 ppbv, Grosjean et al., 1996; Okuzawa et al. 2007), biogenic

and background regions (0–1 ppbv, Kawamura et al., 2013;

Matsunaga et al., 2004; Ieda et al., 2006) or during biomass

burning events (0.5–3 ppbv, 2010 Boulder, CO 4-mile fire,

Thalman, 2013). Detection by optical absorption techniques

at UV-vis wavelengths has limited sensitivity since the ab-

sorption cross section of methyl glyoxal is ∼ 10 times lower

compared to glyoxal; at IR wavelengths the combination of

low cross sections and spectral overlap with other species

complicates measurements of low ambient concentrations of

methyl glyoxal. Detection by phosphorescence is compli-

cated by significant interferences from glyoxal that renders

calibration factors too strong a function of environmental

conditions to facilitate a meaningful quantification of methyl

glyoxal in the presence of glyoxal. Detection by PTR-ToF-

MS has the issue of coincidental masses from reaction in-

termediates, H3O+ reagent ion clusters and the fragmenta-

tion of larger compounds upon protonation in the mass spec-

trometer. There still remains a need to develop highly time-

resolved on-line measurements of methyl glyoxal at ambient

mixing ratio levels.
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5 Conclusions

Nine different instruments measuring α-dicarbonyls were

compared during two separate intercomparison campaigns (3

at NCAR, 7 at EUPHORE; CE-DOAS participated in both

campaigns). The nine instruments used three independent

sources of calibration (see Sect. 4.1), and additional compar-

isons with calibrations of literature cross-section data were

conducted. Systematic bias between techniques was elimi-

nated by observing the same air volume, and calibration bias

was minimized as far as possible by relating the calibrations

of most instruments at EUPHORE (except the PTR-ToF-MS

for methyl glyoxal) to the UV-vis absorption cross sections

available in the literature. We conclude

– The absorption cross-section spectra for glyoxal and

methyl glyoxal at visible and IR wavelengths are robust.

Simultaneous measurements at visible and IR wave-

lengths agree within 2± 3 % for glyoxal, and within

1± 4 % for methyl glyoxal. No evidence is found for a

temperature effect over the range from 293 to 330 K in

either glyoxal or methyl glyoxal cross sections. Further,

the NCAR PTR-ToF-MS calibration based on a theoret-

ical calculation of the proton affinity of methyl glyoxal

agrees with visible and IR calibrations within 5 %.

– Seven instruments at EUPHORE used a common source

for calibration from the same UV-visible spectrum for

glyoxal (Volkamer et al., 2005b) and methyl glyoxal

(Meller et al., 1991). We find excellent linearity be-

tween all instruments under idealized conditions (pure

glyoxal or methyl glyoxal, R2 > 0.96), and in com-

plex gas mixtures characteristic of dry photochemi-

cal smog systems (o-xylene/NOx and isoprene/NOx,

R2 > 0.95; R2
∼ 0.65 for offline SPME measurements

of methyl glyoxal). The correlations are slightly more

variable in humid ambient air mixtures (RH > 45 %)

for methyl glyoxal (0.58 <R2 < 0.68) than for glyoxal

(0.79 <R2 < 0.99).

– The intercepts of correlations were largely found to

be insignificant (below experimentally determined de-

tection limits), and slopes varied by less than 5 % for

NO2. For glyoxal and methyl glyoxal the slopes var-

ied by 12 and 17 % (3-σ ), respectively, between in-

herently calibrated instruments (i.e., direct calibration

from the absorption cross section). A larger variability

is found among techniques that employ external cal-

ibration sources (75–90 %, 3-σ ), and/or offline anal-

ysis (SPME); we identify ∼ 80 % high-bias in Mad-

LIP measurements of methyl glyoxal (see Sect. 2.1.6

and 4.2). Instrument specific differences are 4–20 times

larger than the uncertainty in the cross sections. We con-

clude that the accuracy of calibration procedures can in-

troduce systematic bias as large as a factor of 2 for both

glyoxal and methyl glyoxal.

– Differences in reports about precision and detection

limits (LOD) in the literature are evaluated (Sect. 4.2,

Table 4). The accuracy of instruments is found to vary

between 3.5 % and up to a factor of 2, depending on the

instrument and species.

Comparison of Mad-LIP, BBCEAS and CE-DOAS at am-

bient glyoxal concentrations (0–500 pptv) gave the following

results

– Offset concentrations can dominate over instrument

precision and limit the attainable overall LODEq. (7) (Ta-

ble 4) for few minutes of averaging (all instruments).

The observed offsets for glyoxal were smaller 10 pptv

(CE-DOAS, BBCEAS), and ∼ 25 pptv (Mad-LIP). At-

tempts to lower LODEq. (7) by temporal averaging of

data reduced the statistical noise, but required active

steps to reduce “background” signal. For example, CE-

DOAS offset drift was smaller 2 pptv over several hours

by using a nearby reference spectrum, and ∼ 8 pptv us-

ing a 24 h shifted reference spectrum. The frequency of

recording reference spectra (absorption techniques) and

calibrations (Mad-LIP) can help reduce/characterize

offset concentrations, and should be optimized to bal-

ance competing objectives to either lower LOD and/or

ensure the highest possible precision/accuracy for the

respective experimental/ambient conditions.

– The presence of NO2 had a surprisingly small effect

on glyoxal and methyl glyoxal retrievals. For NO2 be-

low 10 ppbv, no effect was noticeable. At higher NO2

(< 200 ppbv were tested), the systematic bias was char-

acterized as ∼ 1 pptv glyoxal/ppbv NO2, and ∼ 5 pptv

methyl glyoxal/ppbv NO2 for CE-DOAS and BBCEAS

(SF6 dilution tracer as reference technique). Pure and

mixed compound experiments gave similar results.

– The addition of water vapor (H2O) on glyoxal retrievals

was tested up to a specific humidity of 15.2 g m−3.

Residual structures due to imperfect knowledge of H2O

absorption cross sections in HITRAN did not result in

noticeable bias (< 5 pptv) for ambient glyoxal concen-

trations (Table 5, Sect. 4.6), but limit the attainable sen-

sitivity. Slightly larger effects were observed for methyl

glyoxal at higher concentrations (Sect. 3.2.4). At mod-

erate relative humidity (∼ 50 % RH), no evidence is

found that glyoxal or methyl glyoxal is removed by

aerosol filters placed into sampling lines, if these filters

are changed routinely, based on the good agreement of

CE-DOAS (filtered) and BBCEAS (unfiltered).

– Similarly, the addition of O3, or biacetyl under atmo-

spherically relevant concentrations had no noticeable

effect.

Future studies should investigate in detail the small offset

concentrations for α-dicarbonyls in the instruments (back-
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ground variability/history of system). This includes the ef-

fect of O3, H2O, RH and sampling line history in experi-

ments that sample very low concentrations of α-dicarbonyls

(∼ 20–50 pptv). At high relative humidity (> 80 % RH)

losses/formation in sampling lines or to/from aerosol filters

are likely to be more relevant. Any future instrument inter-

comparison experiments should be planned to decouple the

influence of temperature and relative humidity, and ideally

investigate a broader range of synthetic and ambient mix-

tures including standard addition type experiments with am-

bient air and small additions of the target compound. Further,

better knowledge about the absorption cross section of H2O

is needed. While the bias due to H2O residual absorption in

the visible spectral range (420–470 nm) is likely small for

glyoxal, the uncertainty about H2O cross-sections limits the

attainable detection sensitivity. Finally, there is a need to de-

velop fast on-line measurement techniques capable of detect-

ing selectively methyl glyoxal at low ambient concentrations

(LOD of ∼ 10 pptv methyl glyoxal is desirable for routine

ambient detection).

The Supplement related to this article is available online

at doi:10.5194/amt-8-1835-2015-supplement.
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